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Cardiovascular diseases with origins in early fetal development are a
serious health concern in theUnited States. Presently, there are few, if any,
diagnostic tools available for doctors to determine the overall health of the early
fetal cardiovascular system in a non-invasive manner. This thesis is a step toward
the development of a non-invasive system for the detection of cardiovascular
malformations in the early human fetus. The computer algorithms presented in
this work dovetail with other algorithms to represent embryonic /fetal
cardiovascular output and variability data in the frequency domain. Algorithms
in this thesis allow the capability to edit external artifact from data, determine
common frequency spectra forms and calculate spectral band power to aid in
study group comparison. Additionally, an algorithm is presented to represent
non-steady cardiovascular data in the time-frequency domain.
vin
1. Introduction
Congenital cardiovascular malformations are a serious health concern in
the United States (Clark and Takao 1990). At present there are no clinical tools to
asses the health of the early embryonic/fetal cardiovascular system. However, it
has been hypothesized that beat to beat variability in embryonic/fetal heart rate
and blood velocity correlate directly to cardiovascular well being (van
Ravenswaaij-Arts 1993, Breborowicz 1988, Kempski 1995).
This thesis is a step toward the development of a non-invasive technique
for assessing the cardiovascular health of the 10 to 18 week human fetus. Early
detection of abnormal fetal cardiovascular output can lead to more effective
treatment protocols early in gestation.
This section begins with an overview of the development and
hemodynamics of the embryonic cardiovascular system. Later, an overview of
congenital cardiovascular malformations is presented as a justification for the
research. This section concludes with a summary of previous work (Gallagher
1995) which directly impacts the scope and objectives of this thesis.
1.1 Hemodynamics of the Fetal Cardiovascular System
The cardiovascular system is the first functioning organ in the
embryo/fetus. Through a complex process known as morphogenisis, the
embryonic cardiovascular system is transformed from a mass of pre-cardiac cells
to a four chambered heart. In the human fetus, the muscle wrapped heart tube
begins beating during the third gestational week. For the next three to four
weeks,mechanical forces related to function, morphogenisis and growth
transform the heart tube into themature four chambered heart (Clark and Van
Mierop 1989,Marieb 1992) (Figure 1-1). Few major structural changes occur in









































Figure 1-1. Transformation of the heart tube into themature four chambered
heart. Reprinted from ref . (Marieb 1992)
The early embryo/fetal cardiovascular system, like that of themature
system, is regulated tomeet demand (Kempski 1993 and 1995, Clark 1990).
Unlike themature system, however, variations in embryo/fetal cardiac output
early in development are not regulated by the central nervous system.
Autonomic cardiovascular control in the chick embryo does not begin until after
Stage
271
(Pappano 1977, Sissman 1970). Thus, the early cardiovascular system
distributes oxygen and nutrients to the growing embryo without the
sophisticated regulation mechanisms present in the mature system.
Themature cardiovascular system, in contrast, is regulated by a complex
feedback control system (Figure 1-2). Beat to beat pacing is controlled by
sympathetic and
parasympathetic2
nervous system activity and feedback occurs
through respiratory sinus arrhythmia3,
baroreflex"
and thermoregulation (Marieb




is from the Hamburger-Hilton scale for measuring chick embryo development. Stage
27 is approximately 51/2 days of gestation, and correlates to about 37 days of human fetal
gestation (Sissman 1970).
2
The sympathetic nervous system causes heart rate to increase in response to crisis situations and
exercise. The parasympathetic nervous system counters the affects of the sympathetic nervous
system once the crisis situation or exercise has passed.
3
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a phenomena that relates the frequency of heart rate variability
to the breathing rate.
4






















Figure 1-2. Schematic of the cardiovascular control mechanisms responsible for
heart rate variability in themature heart. Redrawn from Saul 1991.
Less is known about the exact mechanisms of fetal cardiac control and
normal cardiac output early in gestation than in themature system. However,
research onWhite Leghorn chick embryos (Kempski 1993, Hu and Clark 1989)
and sheep embryos (Adamson 1992) has indicated that four determinants of
embryonic cardiovascular function are preload, afterload, heart rate and
myocardial contractility. These four determinants are also present in themature
cardiovascular system (Clark 1990).
Preload is determined by diastolic, or ventricular filling events. Changes
in preload occur in response to environmental and metabolic demands in the
embryo. The Frank-Starling Law of the Heart, which describes the biomechanical
properties of stretching heartmuscle, is a beat to beat regulation
phenomenon.
According to the Frank-Starling Law of the Heart, stroke work is controlled by
the amount of preload on the cardiac muscle cells just before they contract. More
details on this process can be found in ref. (Marieb 1992).
Afterload refers to the impedance of the vascular bed. Vascular
impedance is due to a combination of resistance to flow, fluidic capacitance,
blood inertance, varying blood vessel wall tension and vessel caliber. In the chick
embryo, vascular impedance is also influenced by temperature. In addition,
neurohumeral
agents5
present in the blood stream of the early chick embryo (2 to
6 days of a 21 day gestation) are speculated to provide some hemodynamic
regulation related to afterload (Hu and Clark 1989, Clark 1990, Nakazawa 1989).
Heart rate in the chick embryo is temperature sensitive, or poikilothermic in
nature. It has been shown that as embryonic temperature increases, the heart rate
(and cardiac output) increases, while as the embryo cools, the heart rate
5
Neurohumeral agents are chemicals present at nerve endings that excite adjacent structures,
such as muscle fibers.
decreases. Embryo temperature also has an inverse relationship to afterload
(Nakazawa 1985). The heart rate of the human fetus, however, is regulated by
hypoxia and hypercapnict\
Myocardial contractility can be shown through the use of the
pressure-
volume loop, which relates instantaneous ventricular pressure to volume (Clark
1990). The total area enclosed within the pressure volume loop is ameasure of
the amount ofmyocardial work (Suga 1979).
1.2 Justification for Research
Cardiovascularmalformations are a serious health problem in the United
States. Specifically, for every 1000 births, 8 to 10 infants have some kind of
congenital cardiovascular defect (Clark 1990). Inmany cases, the defect can be
corrected with post natal surgery. However, 20% of all infants with
cardiovascular malformations will die before their first birthday regardless of
heroic surgical intervention. Examples of cardiovascularmalformations include
myocardial (heartmuscle) defects, valve defects and tetrology of Fallot7. Despite
advanced surgical techniques to correctmany fetal cardiovascular defects, there
is still a lingeringmorbidity that limits the life expectancy ofmany children and
adults with congenital heart defects. In addition, some adult cardiovascular
6
Hypoxia refers to low blood oxygen levels. Hypercapnia refers to high blood carbon dioxide
levels.
7
Tetrology of Fallot is a serious heart defect involvingmany conditions, including constriction of
blood vessels and interventricular septal defects, among others.
diseases, such as coronary artery disease and hypertensionmay have their
origins early in cardiac development (Clark 1990).
1.3 Research Goals
The long term goals of research related to this thesis are to correlate beat
to beat and long term variability in embryonic /fetal cardiovascular output to
cardiovascular well being. To accomplish this, a control system approach will be
used to analyze variability in fetal cardiovascular output, similar to that shown
in Figure 1-2. The computer algorithms presented in this thesis dovetailwith




fetal heart rate and blood velocity variability.
Using results generated from the algorithms presented in this thesis and
others (Gallagher 1995), temperature regulation in chick heart rate variability can
be investigated. For the human fetus, cardiovascular control mechanisms which
affect heart rate variability can be scrutinized. In addition, analysis of peak and
mean pulsatile blood velocity variability can be used to identify other
cardiovascular controlmechanisms such as vascular impedance.
Use of human data. The algorithms presented in this thesiswill be used to
analyze cardiovascular data from both chick embryos and human fetuses. It is
very important to note here
that human fetal cardiovascular data is obtained non-
invasively usingDoppler ultrasound (Gallagher 1995). Full parental consent is
granted before any fetal data is acquired and analyzed. In addition, data from
other subjects, such as adults and neonatesmay be analyzed in the future using
these algorithms, subject to full consent.
The algorithms described herein serve to supplement software algorithms
which acquire and reconstructDoppler velocity waveforms. In addition, the
current algorithms seek to extend the data analysis capabilities when performing
power spectral analysis on blood velocity and heart rate variabilitywaveforms.
Due to such factors as variability amongst embryonic/fetal study groups,
spurious inputs due tomovement artifact or the non-steady nature of
cardiovascular time series, additional post-processing is implemented using the
algorithms presented here. Thus, the specific goals of this thesis are:
To present an algorithm to
'edit'
spurious data from a blood velocity time
series. The spurious datamay be present due to embryo/fetusmovement,
maternal movement or instrumentation noise. This algorithm is to be used on
reconstructed velocity time series before any analysis is implemented.
To compensate for variability among embryos/fetuses in a particular study
group and differences in data record lengths, an algorithm is presented to
interpolate groups of spectral data sets to a common frequency axis.
Quite often in spectral analysis, it is desirable to calculate the amount of
spectral
'power'
contained in a certain frequency band (Goldstein 1995).
8
Dominant frequency bands can be therefore determined for heart rate and
blood velocity variability in the embryo /fetus. Thus, an algorithm is
presented to calculate the amount of
'power'
contained within specific
frequency bands of the PSD data.
Cardiovascular output is non-steady in nature. In other words, the regulatory
mechanisms (afterload, blood oxygenation, chick embryo temperature etc.)
cause the component frequencies of blood velocity variability and heart rate
variability to vary over time. Spectral analyses of a data set taken in toto
cannot describe how or when the frequencies change. Thus, an algorithm is
presented to show the time-dependent spectral content of cardiovascular
variability data.
The methodologies behind these goals are presented in the next section.
More detailed mathematical derivations, alongwith algorithm programming
details, are presented in the Appendicies.
2. Methodology
In order to correlate variations in cardiovascular outputwith
cardiovascular control mechanisms, mathematical methods that accurately
quantify these variations are needed. Recall from the previous section that
variations in heart rate and blood velocity may be linked to hemodynamic
controlmechanisms in the embryo/fetus. The control mechanisms are influenced
by afterload, thermoregulation (in the chick embryo) and oxygen regulation (in
the human fetus). The analysis of the cardiovascular output variations, either in
the time domain or the frequency domain, can help explain and quantify the
biological mechanisms for embryonic/fetal cardiovascular control.
In this section, an overview of themethodologies that are utilized in this
thesis is presented. Theories behind these methods, alongwith the applicable
mathematical derivations are presented in Appendices A and B. Programming
and usage details for the software algorithms presented in this thesis are given in
Appendices C and D.
2.1 Methods Employed in PreviousWork
Much work has been done to quantify the variability of cardiovascular
signals, particularlywith heart rate variability in the adult and infant. Two basic
approaches have been used. They are:
10
time domain analysis (van Ravenswaaij-Arts 1993, Parer 1985, Yana 1993)
and
frequency domain (spectral) analysis (van Ravenswaaij-Arts 1993,
Kempski 1993, Saul 1991, Akselrod 1985, Breborowicz 1988, Kuo 1993,
Adamson 1992, Goldstein 1993 and 1994)
Time domainmethods. There are a number of differentmethods
available to analyze cardiovascular signals in the time domain. One approach
involves the calculation of short- and long- term indices directly from the time
series representation of the cardiovascular signal (van Ravenswaaij-Arts 1993,
Parer 1985). Short term variability involves the changes of the cardiovascular
signal on a beat to beat basis. Long term variability seems to have different
interpretations depending on the study, but can be thought of as a
longer-
duration change in heart rate (i.e., over several cardiovascular cycles).
One form of the short- and long- term indices involves the standard
deviation from themean heart rate. Others involve such methods as modification
of themean, sorting and selecting, and calculations of slope changes.
Short- and
long- term index methods have been shown to be computationally inexpensive
ways to categorize short term heart rate variability. However, only one of nine
indices validlymeasured long term variability (Parer 1985). Since the range of
frequencies below 1
Hz1
(Kempski 1993, Akselrod 1985, Breborowicz 1988,
1
This is based on the mean heart rate of themature circulation.
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Goldstein 1993 and 1994) is of primary interest in evaluating cardiovascular
fluctuations, the determination of variability in the sub-heart rate rangemay be
problematic using the abovemethods.
There are other methods available for analyzing cardiovascular signals in
the time domain. Autocorrelation is essentially the time domain comparison of a
delayed version of a signal to itself, and is equal to the inverse Fourier transform
of a Power Spectral Density (PSD) representation of the signal (Stremler 1990).
The subsequent Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function yields the PSD
of the signal. Autocorrelation is used in applications where the signals to be
analyzed are corrupted by noise (Stremler 1990). A possible drawback to
autocorrelation, however, is that it adds a second step (in the time domain) to the
computation of the frequency domain representation of a signal.
Frequency domain (spectral) analysis. Using spectral analysis, the
variations of heart rate and peak blood velocity can be represented by their
frequency components. The Fourier transform is the basis for frequency domain
analysis (see Appendix A). In essence, frequency domainmethodologies involve
the decomposition of periodic or aperiodic signals into a summation of sine
waves at different frequencies. For digital computer implementation, the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is primarily used. Thanks to the advent of
high speed digital computers since its inception in the late 1960s, the FFT has
12
become very popular in signal processing applications, including cardiovascular
signals (vanRavenswaaij-Arts 1993).
The above time and frequency domainmethods allow the quantification
of cardiovascular output as it varieswith time. Methods have also been
developed to correlate cardiovascular output (in adult humans and dogs) to
control systemmodels, including system impulse response (Yana 1993) and
transfer functions (Saul 1991). Similar methods can be used in future research to
develop control parameters for the fetal cardiovascular system.
2.2 Relationship to Other Research
The human fetal blood velocity data used within this thesis is provided by
Dr. JuriyW. Wladimiroff (and colleagues) ofAcademic University Hospital in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The chick embryo data, whichwas used as
'pilot'
data for algorithm development, was provided byMr. Norman Hu of the
University of Rochester and Dr.Monique L. Broekhuizen of Academic
University Hospital, Rotterdam.
The algorithms developed for this thesis are used in concert with others
developed by Francis J. Gallagher (1995). All custom analysis algorithms for this
thesis were developed using Lab
VIEW2
graphical programming software for
instrumentation (see the end of this section for a listing of these algorithms). A
flow chart showing the interrelationship between the algorithms is shown in
1
LabVIEW is a registered trademark ofNational Instruments Corporation.
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Figure 2-1 on the next page. The algorithms shown in gray boxes involve the
derivation, spectral analysis and normalization of the cardiovascular time series.
They are detailed further in (Gallagher, 1995).
Velocity Time
Series






























JTFA Spectragram Time Variable Band Power
Leqend: = Previously generated algorithms
(Gallagher, 1995)




Cardiovascular variability time series (Gallagher, 1995). Two forms of
cardiovascular variability data are of interest for spectral analysis (see Figure
2-
2). Instantaneous Heart Rate and Heart Rate Variability are obtained from the
beat to beat periodicity (AT;) at a threshold crossing. The threshold crossing is
equal to the global mean blood velocity. The beat to beat periodicity is inverted
(1/AT;) to obtain the instantaneous heart rate. Heart rate variability is obtained
by subtracting the global mean heart rate from the instantaneous heart rate. Peak
velocity variability (AVpi) represents the beat to beat difference between adjacent
amplitudes. The derivations of instantaneous heart rate and peak velocity












Figure 2-2. Derivation of cardiovascular variability time series.
The FFT of the time series data is converted to the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) form, which has units of (BPM)2/Hz for heart rate variability spectra and
15
(mm/sec)2/Hz for peak velocity variability spectra. The frequency axis is inHz
(cycles/second). Therefore, the PSD spectrum can be thought of as a distribution
of signal spectral power per unit frequency.
Normalization of spectra. Because different embryos /fetuses at a given
gestational agemay have differentmean heart rates and mean blood velocities,
normalization of the spectral (PSD) representations is performed. PSDs of peak
velocity variability data are normalized by the square of the cardiac cycle mean
velocity of the respective data series. PSDs of threshold crossing heart rate
variability are normalized by the square of the mean heart rate determined from
the data series. The frequency axes of all normalized PSDs are divided by the
mean heart rate (in Hz) determined from the original velocity time series data.
Normalized PSD spectra have units of 1/Hz, with unitless frequency axes. The
normalized PSDs are used for relative comparisons between different
embryos /fetuses. The algorithms can also generate non-normalized spectra (i.e.,
absolute PSD data).
2.3 Removing Spurious Data
Fetal blood velocity data can get corrupted by fetal ormaternal
movement, or by instrumentation noise. An example of a corrupted blood
velocity data set is shown in Figure 2-3 on the next page. In this example,
spurious data occurs both in themiddle and at the end of the data set.
16





Figure 2-3. Corrupted human fetal blood velocity data. The spurious data occurs
from about 4 to 6 seconds and at the end of the data set.
Using the custom algorithm Edit and Concatenate.vi, the corrupted data in
the blood velocity time series in Figure 2-3 can be removed. The algorithm can be
used to remove small sections at the beginning,middle or at the end of a velocity
time series. Concatenation refers to joining the remaining two data segments
after a corrupted section in of the original data series is removed. This algorithm
has three different built-in options for concatenation. They are:




Concatenate to threshold crossing points with subsequent relative scaling
or
17
Concatenate to threshold crossing pointswithout
subsequent relative
scaling.
The first type of concatenation is simply the connection of the remaining
data sets after a section is removed ('tail to
head'
concatenation).With this type
of concatenation, the last data point of the first section is linearly connected to the
first data point of the second section. This type of concatenation is not
recommended for editing in themiddle of a blood velocity data set because it
may interrupt the pulsatile nature of the data. Depending on the exact points of
concatenation, a
'discontinuity'
may be introduced. An example of this type of
concatenation is shown in Figure 2-4. In Figure 2-4 (a), the portion of the data
enclosed in the two vertical dashed lines is to be removed. Using 'tail to
head'
concatenation, the two remaining sections of the signal are connected at points
just to the outside of the dashed lines. The results of this type of concatenation
are shown in Figure 2-4 (b). From the figure, it is apparent that the timing of the
cardiac cycle has been shortened at the concatenation point.
18
Human Fetal Blood Velocity Data with Corruption
Remove
10
Figure 2-4 (a). Blood velocity time series with corruption for 'tail to
head'
concatenation example.





Figure 2-4 (b). Results of 'tail to
head'
concatenation.
Threshold crossing concatenation. A 'threshold
value'
for the velocity
data is used to determine the concatenation points. The threshold value is







where \ and\ are themeans of the first and second data segments respectively.
(The first data segment is the portion before the removed section and the second
data segment is the portion after the removed section.) The threshold crossing
concatenationmethod is depicted in Figure 2-5. The first concatenation point
occurs just before the threshold crossing point on the rising edge of the last pulse
(before the section to be removed). The second concatenation point occurs just
after the threshold crossing point on the rising edge of the first pulse (after the
section to be removed). The threshold concatenation optionmay, therefore, result
in a slightly larger data segment being removed thanwhat was originally
specified to the algorithm. The actual size of the removed section depends on the
proximity of the appropriate threshold crossings to the specified endpoints of the
removed data segment. The threshold concatenation method preserves the
pulsatile nature of the edited data by locating the concatenation points relative to
a fixed value (the threshold). The location of the concatenation points is
controlled by the threshold value.
20









Figure 2-5 (a). Schematic of threshold crossing concatenation method.


















Figure 2-5 (b). Resulting velocity time series after threshold crossing
concatenation.
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Comparison of Figures 2-4 and 2-5 shows that the threshold crossing
concatenation method is a bettermethod for editing in the middle of a data series
than the 'tail to
head'
method.
Scaling after concatenation.When removing a data segment within a
larger velocity time series, themean values of the two remaining data segments
may be different. An option in Edit and Concatenate VI is available for scaling the
second data segment by the ratio
A2
where X\ and Xi are themeans of the data segments respectively. The result of
the scaling is to
'normalize'
the second data to the first data set. The results of
concatenating and scaling the same portion of the velocity data in Figure 2-5 are
shown in Figure 2-6.
22
Concatenated Velocity Data with Scaling





Figure 2-6. Concatenated velocity data from Figure 2-5 with subsequent scaling.
Care in data removal. There are some possible sources of
misinterpretation when editing spurious data from larger data sets and
concatenating the remaining segments. These pitfalls can be avoided by carefully
controlling the input parameters to Edit and Concatenate.vi. Specific instructions
and examples for using this algorithm are detailed in Appendix C. Care must be
exercised when editing data from the center of a time domain series. Depending
on how much data is removed, the frequency domain representations of both the
velocity data and the derived variability datamay be altered significantly. The
biggest impact on the frequency domain representation of a concatenated time
series is in the loss of frequency resolution due to shortening the data record
length. As a general guideline, there should be an adequate number of data
points left over after the sectioning to achieve the desired resolution in the
23
frequency domain. In addition, it should be noted that removing data from the
center of a series will interrupt the continuity (if any) in the rhythmic nature of
the variations in peak velocity and heart rate. If data is to be removed only from
the beginning or end of a data series, then the only concern is having an
adequate amount of data afterward for the desired spectral resolution. In
Appendix B, the frequency domain effects of
'sectioning'
sinusoidal data sets are
discussed in more detail.
2.4 Grouping Embryo/Fetal Spectra
The primary step in post-processing cardiovascular spectra for
comparison purposes is to
'group'
the embryonic /fetal spectra in terms of age,
treatment protocols, etc. Representative group averages can then be obtained for
further processing and comparison. Because of variable record lengths of the
original blood velocity data, the spectral representations of individual
embryonic /fetal data sets will have different frequency axis resolutions.
Additionally, the 'effective sampling
rates'
of the time domain data for
various fetuses may differ3. The result will be differing frequency ranges in the






is equal to the number samples divided by the time series length (in
time units)..
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where fs is the effective sampling rate andN is the number of points in the data
series. The frequency range of the spectrum will be half of the effective sampling
rate4. An example showing the effects of differing data set lengths and effective










004AUA 13.86 sec. 512 36.94 Hz 18.47 Hz .072 Hz
004BUA 12.00 sec. 512 42.67Hz 21.33 Hz .083 Hz
022AUMA 27.00 sec. 1024 37.93 Hz 18.96 Hz .037Hz
Table 2-1. Example of frequency axis resolution differences for a group of human
fetuses.
Table 2-1 shows the differences among a group of three 11 week
(gestational age) human fetuses in terms of time series record length in seconds
and discrete points. If a PSD (either heart rate or peak blood velocity variability)
for each fetus were plotted separately, the frequency axes would have different
ranges and increments. To compare each PSD across specific frequencies, an
interpolated point would have to be determined for some of the PSDs, as they
may not have discrete points at that exact frequency. Likewise, if it was desired
to determine a 'group
average'
PSD for the three fetuses, a 'common frequency
axis'
would have to be determined for the spectra. It is necessary, therefore, to
interpolate the individual embryo spectra to a common frequency axis before
any spectral averaging and
comparison can occur. The forgoing example is
4
In accordance with the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, a condition by which the highest resolvable
frequency range in a discrete spectrum is equal to half of the sampling rate of the signal.
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typicalwhen determining a group average spectrum for several fetuses or
embryos. The frequency axis determination, spectral interpolation, and group
averaging are all performed in the custom algorithm Linear interpolation Il.vi.
Common frequency axes. As with any graphical representation, it is
desirable to maximize the resolution of the data being presented. Using the
scenario in table 2-1, the spectral representation for the data from fetus
'022AUMA'
has the finest resolution along the frequency axis (lowest resolvable
frequency). Therefore, all three fetal spectra should be interpolated to a common
frequency axis that has increments in A/equal to or less than .037Hz
From previous observations, heart rate and blood velocity variability
predominantly occurs in the sub 2 Hz range5. To maximize the amount of
spectral information to be displayed (and later analyzed) it is sometimes
required to
'limit'
the frequency range of the spectra. The custom algorithm
Linear interpolation Il.vi derives a common frequency axis from either the
individual spectral information or from a user-specified frequency resolution. If
the frequency axes of individual spectra are normalized (i.e., divided through by
themean heart rate determined from the velocity time series), then the algorithm
Linear interpolation Il.vi appropriately interpolates either to the finest normalized
frequency resolution, or a user-specified resolution.
5
The frequency spectrum of a sampled blood velocity time series will show harmonics of the
heart rate up to half the sampling
frequency.
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Spectral interpolation. After a common frequency axis has been
determined, the individual spectra are then interpolated to it. Linear
interpolation is used. Linear interpolation is essentially the linear
determination
of a value between two data points. Mathematically it is represented by
Vin
=
y3 + m(Ax) (2.4)
where yt is the first known data point, m is the slope of a line connecting the two
known adjacent data points, and Ax is the distance along the x axis between the
interpolated point and the first reference point. For interpolating PSDs, yml is the
PSD value to be interpolated, m is the slope of the line connecting the two known
adjacent PSD points, and Ax is the frequency axis increment (A/).
Spectral averaging. After the individual spectra have been interpolated to
a common frequency axis, a
'common'
spectrum is generated by averaging the
individual spectra across each discrete frequency. Figure 2-7 shows a typical
result of interpolating and averaging two individual spectra.
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Week 18 Peak Amplitude Variability PSD
First Embryo
Second Embryo
1 1.5 2 2.5
Frequency (Hz.)
Figure 2-7. Typical result of interpolating and averaging two embryo spectra.
Linear Interpolation Il.vi can write the individual interpolated and
'composite'




2.5 Band Power Determination
The
'grouped'
PSD representation of embryonic cardiovascular variability
data provides away to assess fluctuations in cardiovascular output based on
gestational age. However, because of the non-stationary variations of
embryonic /fetal cardiovascular output, the PSDs from some subjectsmay have
spectral content spread over a limited frequency range. In addition, slight
differences in physiology and cardiovascular activity among a group of
embryos /fetuses may result in slightly different dominant frequencies in the
individual PSDs. These differences may be present even if embryonic/fetal
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grouping is controlled by gestational age and treatment. Therefore, the PSD
alone cannot adequately provide a direct comparison of representative
embryo/fetal groups by age and treatment protocols. One way to compare the
spectral activity of various embryo/fetal groups is to determine the amount of
'power'
in various frequency bands of the spectrum. An advantage of the PSD
form of a frequency spectrum is that it can easily be used to calculate the power
in various frequency bands.
The PSD is a function that shows the distribution of spectral content of a
data series. It is similar in nature to a population density map, where the
population per square mile of geographic area is represented. Once given a
population densitymap, the total population of a certain region can be found by
integrating the population density data over the region's geographical area.
Likewise, the amount of
'power'
in a frequency band in a PSD can be found by
integrating the PSD data along the frequency axis in the specified frequency
band limits. Both population density and discrete PSDs come from observed or
sampled data. In this case, numerical integration techniques can be used. The
numerical integration for band power is performed in the custom algorithms
Band Power Calculation (5 Bands).vi and Band Power Calculation (10 Bands).vi.
Since linear interpolation (a first order polynomial) is used to connect data
points in the frequency spectra, the trapezoidal rule of numerical integrationwill
produce exact results if the integration is performed at each data point (Press
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1989). Refer to AppendixA for mathematical details of trapezoidal rule
integration of PSD data. Because the trapezoidal rule is the lowest order (two
point) numerical integrationmethod, it is computationally efficient and is used
in the band power calculation algorithms.
Frequency bands. The custom algorithms Band Power Calculation (5
Bands).vi and Band Power Calculation (10 Bands).vi calculate the spectral power in
each of 5 or 10 user-selectable frequency bands respectively. The frequency
bands have been arbitrarily set in 0.5 Hz increments and 0.25 Hz increments for
the two algorithms by default. The clinically important frequency for
embryo /fetal heart rate and peak velocity variability data series are yet to be
defined, as no such data appear in the open literature.
An alternative way to display spectral power distribution is to use a 'band
power ratio'. Essentially the band power ratio is the spectral band power content
normalized by the power in the entire spectrum. The band power ratio is
expressed as a percentage of the total spectral power. This computation is also
performed by both band power algorithms above.
Band power of normalized PSDs. Recall that the normalized PSDs have
units of 1/Hz, with frequency axes that are expressed relative to the baseline
heart rate. The integration of these spectra along the unitless frequency axis (as in
the band power calculations) will produce band
'power'
valueswith units of
1/Hz. The band power calculations from normalized spectra are thereforemeant
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to provide a spectral power distribution, relative to the power present in the time
average heart rate (for heart rate variability PSDs) or the time averagemean
velocity (for peak velocity variability PSDs).
Alternative spectral grouping method. The calculation of band power for
a PSD allows an alternative way to group the spectral data from different
embryos /fetuses according to gestational age, treatment protocols, etc. Recall
from Section 2.4 that individual PSDs from different embryos /fetuses can be
grouped by averaging linearly interpolated spectra along a common frequency
axis. Using the band power calculations, grouping of individual PSDs can be
performed as well. Using the same frequency bands each time, the band power
can be separately calculated for individual embryos /fetuses in the group. The
individual band power calculations for the embryos /fetuses can then be
averaged across each frequency band to obtain a group average band power
distribution.
Spectral leakage effects on band power. Caremust be exercised when
interpreting spectral band power results. Due to spectral leakage6, spectral
content associated with a particular frequency band may be present outside of
the frequency band. In otherwords, the power calculated for a certain frequency
bandmay include spectral power from adjacent frequency bands. This point
6
Spectral leakage is the tendency for frequency content to 'spread
out'
over a frequency range
due to a finite window length.
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illustrates the need for an adequate record lengthwhen performing any discrete
spectral analysis.
2.6 Joint Time-FrequencyAnalysis (JTFA)
Variations in fetal cardiovascular outputmay be non-stationary. In other
words, the component frequencies of fetal heart rate and blood velocity
variability can changewith time. These hemodynamic changes are likely due to
growth, morphogenisis and development, and occur as variations in heart rate
and mean velocity about reference set points for gestational age. (This is an
aspect to be studied through future application of the algorithms presented in
this thesis.) The frequency variations in fetal cardiac output are akin to pitch
changes in music and structures undergoing variable frequency vibrations.
The PSD spectra discussed thus far show heart rate and blood velocity
variability spectral power distribution for the entire data record taken in toto.
However, the spectra do not show when or ifspectral changes occur. Such
spectral changes with time can be illustrated using the
'chirp'
signal. The discrete
form of the signal, with 261 samples taken at a sampling rate of 849 Hz, is shown
in Figure 2-8. By inspection of Figure 2-8, the frequency of the signal starts at








data used for JTFA example. Note frequency change in time.
A PSD of the
'chirp'
time series (Figure 2-9) shows the spectral densities of
this signal over the entire sampled time period. The PSD alone does not show
when or how the frequencies are changing. However, the PSD does show a
spread of frequency components between 20 and 200 Hz Neither the time series
nor the PSD show how the frequency increase takes place. In fact, looking at the
PSD alone would maskwhether the series is changing at all. This situation can be
addressed using joint time-frequency analysis (JTFA). Using JTFA, the spectral
content of the
'chirp'
time series can be viewed in both the frequency and the
time domains.
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Figure 2-9. Discrete PSD of the
'chirp'
signal from Figure 2-8.
Figure 2-10 shows the time-dependent power spectral densities, or
spectrogram, of the
'chirp'
signal in three dimensions. The Cartesian x- and y-
axes are frequency and time, respectively. The z-axis is the PSD value. It can be
seen from the plot that the dominant frequency increases linearlywith time.
With fetal cardiovascular signals, JTFA can be used in a similar fashion to
show how cardiac output variability is mediated. In addition, themediation in
output variability can be examined for different stages of gestational
development.
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Figure 2-10. Three dimensional time-frequency analysis representation of a
'chirp'
signal. Note the linear increase in the dominant frequencywith time.
The short time Fourier transform (STFT). The forgoing example was
generated using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The STFT is one of the
most commonly used methods for JTFA and is adopted for this work. Other
methods include those developed by Gabor, Wigner, Ville and others (Cohen
1989). In the broadest sense, many JTFA algorithms are based on the calculations
of energy distributions in signals at a given time. The STFT is implemented in the
custom algorithm Short Time FFTl.vi, which is used to perform JTFA on long
duration cardiovascular variability data sets. The procedure is outlined
graphically in Figure 2-11.
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In the STFT method, a 'moving
window'
is used to separately analyze
individual sections of data from the data set to be analyzed. A spectral
representation7
is calculated for each windowed data set. The individual spectra
are then
'stacked'
in a three dimensional space. The frequency and time axes
form the x-y plane, and the frequency and spectral value axes form the x-z plane.
Each spectrum is plotted at the time corresponding to the start of the window in
the time series data.
The algorithm Short Time FFTl.vi allows the windowed sections to be
overlapped as shown in Figure 2-11. The time overlapping of the windows
allows more data sets to be taken for the spectrogram thanwindowingwithout
overlap. As the amount of overlap is increased, the time interval between
subsequent spectra is decreased. The result is a smoother spectrogram along the
time axis, since the resolution along the time axis increases. The time interval, or
resolution, is equal to the sampling rate of the original data multiplied by the
discrete time interval increment (between windows).
7
The PSD is shown as an example in the figure. However, an amplitude spectrum may be used as
well.
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Figure 2-11. Basic procedure for short time Fourier transform.





rectangular window is simply a section of data taken from the series and
processed as is. If a rectangularwindow is used, spectral leakage can result if the
length of thewindow does not correspond to the periodicity of the data. For
example, if the data is sinusoidal, the window length should be an integer
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multiple of the period to avoid spectral leakage. A smoothingwindow (i.e.,
Hanning) forces the ends of the sectioned data to zero, thus emphasizing the
center portion of the sectioned data for spectral analysis. For this work a
Hanningwindow is used (refer to Appendix A).
The length of the window is chosen based on the type of data being
processed by the STFT. The blood velocity data shown in Figure 2-11 should
have a window at least long enough to capture a few cardiac cycles. Using longer
windows would decrease the number of spectra that could be generated from the
data series. Fewer spectra in the STFT could result in loss of detail in the time
domain. However, frequency axis resolution increases proportional to window
length. The window length should thus be long enough to obtain the desired
frequency resolution in the resulting spectrogram, while striking a balancewith
having an adequate number of spectra (or windowed data segments). There is no
concrete guideline forwindow length; it will have to be determined on an
individual basis based on the sampling rate (refer to eq. 2.3). Additionally, the
'lowest resolvable
frequency'
(increment) can be decreased by using appropriate
zero padding (refer to Appendix A) and smoothingwindows.With the
appropriate use of smoothing windows, followed by zero padding, desired
frequency axis resolutionmay be achieved without using excessively long
windows.
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It should be noted from Figure 2-10 that the spectrogram of the
'chirp'
data is shorter in time than the time series data set. Because the spectrogramwas
generated using the algorithm Short Time FFT1, it is a series of spectra for
overlapping sections of the time series. Thus the length of the spectrogram in
timewill be shorter than that of the original data. The difference in time between
the spectrogram and the original time series will be at least as great as the
window length. The time differencemay be greater if an integer number of
windowed sections cannot be taken from the entire data set. An important
question is howmany windowed sections of a known length and increment can
be generated with the STFT algorithm if the number of samples are known? To
answer this question, an example of themoving overlapped window











Incomplete Window (Not Used)
I
Figure 2-12. Block diagram ofmoving overlapped windows on a data set.
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In Figure 2-12, a data set containing ten samples is represented as a row of
cells. Using the moving overlapped window methodology, the samples that are
windowed for a subsequent Fourier transform are shaded in. In this example, the
window length is 3 samples, with an overlap increment of 2 samples. Only four
windows of the specified window length can be obtained from this data set. The last
window, which is incomplete, is not used, because the frequency axis resolution
in the Fourier transform would beworse than that of the otherwindows.
Amathematical expression for the number of possiblewindows in a data
set can then be derived using Figure 2-12. Let N be the number of samples in the
data set, WL be the number of samples in thewindow, k be the increment
betweenwindows (in samples), and n be the number of possible windowed
sections to be obtained from the data. In Figure 2-12, the number of data points
between subsequent windowed sections, plus the specified window length, will
be less than or equal to the total length of the data set. This statement can be
written as an equation:
(n-l)k +WL<N (2.5)
Solving eq. (2.5) for n yields
n< -+\ (2.6)
In eq. (2.5), one is subtracted from n because the incrementing of the windows
does not begin until the second window section is taken. Returning to the
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example in Figure 2-12,N = 10, WL = 3, and k = 2. Substituting these values in eq.
(2.6) gives n < 4.5. However, n must be an integer. Using the inequality, n rounds
down to 4. Thus, as can be seen from Figure 2-12, there are a possibility of four
equal length overlapped windows given these parameters. The preceding
discussion shows that to make the STFT useful, the data series should be long
enough to extract several windows of data long enough to obtain the desired
frequency resolution. In addition, the time axis of the spectrogram will only
show time span based on the starting times of the windowed sections.
In summary, the LabVIEW algorithms thatwere discussed in this section
are listed below.
Edit and concatenate.vi- Used to edit the velocity waveform.
Linear interpolation Il.vi- Used to group embtyo/ fetal spectra.
Band power calculation (5 bands)- Used for band power calculation (5
user-specified frequency bands).
Band power calculation (10 bands)- Used for band power calculation (10
user-specified frequency bands).
Short time FFTl.vi- Used to perform joint time-frequency analysis (JTFA)




In this section, selected results from the algorithms discussed previously
are presented. The focuswill be on data fromWhite Leghorn chick embryos
because of its availability at the time this thesiswas written. Before the results
from each algorithm are presented, test data and scenarios are used to show the
validity of the algorithm results.
In lieu of presenting any results of using the algorithm Edit and
Concatenate.vi, the frequency domain effect of removing sections of information
from sinusiodally varying data is discussed. This is intended to show some of the
effects of using the Edit and Concatenate.vi algorithm to remove
'corrupted'
sections from fetal blood velocity data as discussed in the previous section.
3.1 Frequency Domain Effects of Data Removal
The sinusoidal nature of peak blood velocity variability and heart rate
variability in the embryo was discussed briefly in the previous sections. Recall
from Fourier analysis, an arbitrarywaveformmay be represented by a
summation of sinewaves with different frequencies and phases. In the case
embryonic fetal cardiovascular data, the peak velocity and heart rate variability
waveforms are assumed to be composed of a series of sinusoids of differing
frequencies and phases added together. Since these variabilitywaveforms are
'derived'
from the blood velocity, one might ask what are the effects of editing
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spurious data from the blood velocitywaveform on the frequency spectra of the
derived variabilitywaveforms? To answer this question, the continuous Fourier
transform was derived (see Appendix B) for a finite duration sinusoid with a
section removed as shown in Figure 3-1. The position and length of the removed
section were made variable, with the parameters t0 and At. From Figure 3-1, t0
and At represent the start time and the time length of the removed section of the
sinusoid, respectively. A simulation program was thenwritten using
MATLAB1
to generate a family of amplitude spectra for section-removed sine waves using
variable parameters that have the effect of altering the sinusoid in Figure 3-1 (the
variable parameters are discussed inmore detail later on).
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Figure 3-1. Sinusoid with section removed as an example of section-removed
data from a sinusoidally varying data set.
The amplitude spectra of the two sinusoidalwaveforms in Figure 3-1 are
shown in Figure 3-2, alongwith a third spectrum of a sinusoid with an additional
1/2 cycle removed. The third sinusoid would therefore be a full one cycle shorter
than the original.
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Figure 3-2. Superimposed amplitude spectra for the original and altered
sinusoids in Figure 3-1.
As shown in Figure 3-2, it is apparent that themain frequency component
present in the original sinusoid becomes distorted into two distinct frequency
components when just 1/2 cycle is removed from the overall waveform. The split
in the dominant frequency into two can be verified by inspecting Figure 3-1. By
removing 1/2 cycle, the sinusoid is
split into two segments, with one being a
shortened and phase shifted version of the other. The phase difference between
the two concatenated sinusoids introduces the two additional frequency
components that appear in Figure 3-2. The first frequency component can be seen
by observing that the last
'peak'
of the first segment is 1.5 seconds away from the
first
'peak'
of the second segment, resulting in a frequency of approximately 2/3
Hz. The second frequency component can be observed by noting the
concatenation point (at 2 seconds) is exactlymidway between the two peaks
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described above. The sudden change in phase at the concatenation point also
produces the secondary frequency component of approximately 11/3 Hz. For
the sinusoid with one cycle removed, note that its dominant frequency peak is
not as well defined as that of the original sine segment. This is due to the shorter
window length (the length of time of the segment).
Spectrogram representation. A specialMATLAB simulation routine
called Shift
ed.m2
produced the plots in Figure 3-2. Using Figure 3-1 as a guide,
this routine calculates themagnitude of the complex Fourier transform function
of a sinusoid with a removed section of variable length (At). The parameter At is
varied incrementally by phase shifting (in the negative t direction) a sinusoid
segment and concatenating it to the end of a fixed length sinusoid segment with
no phase shift. The endpoint time of the phase shifted sinusoid is also decreased
with each phase increment. This results in a decreased window length of the
phase shifted sinusoid segment. The start of the removed section (t0) is set within
the program, but remains unchanged and is equal to the window length of the
fixed length, non-phase shifted sinusoid segment (see Figure 3-1). TheMATLAB
program generates an amplitude spectrum for each increment of phase shift. The
amplitude spectra are then assembled and plotted in three dimensional
'spectrogram'
like form as shown in Figure 3-3. Refer to Appendix B for a
!
See Appendix D for a program listing.
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graphical representation of the above discussion, alongwith a derivation of the
Fourier transform of a sectioned sinusoid.
Frequency Spectra of Phase Shifted Sines
Figure 3-3. Three dimensional amplitude spectrum representation of a sinusoid




Figure 3-3 shows a
'waterfall'
plot of the changes in the amplitude spectra
of a sinusoid as the removed section
length3
At increases from zero to one cycle.
With the frequency set to 1 Hz, the sine segment, originally 8 cycles long, is
decreased to 7 cycles in length in 50 increments. The start of the removed section
is set to 2 seconds, and remains constant. The frequency axis on the 3-D plot is
labeled in Hz. The axis labeled 'Cycles
Removed'
indicates the amount, in cycles,
that is removed from the sinusoid, by phase shifting as described above.
Figure 3-3 is a representative example of the possible spectral distortion
produced in an amplitude spectrum if the dominant sinusoidal variability has its
center portion removed. By inspecting the plot at the point where 1/2 cycle is
removed, the 'dual spectral
peak'
plot shown in Figure 3-2 is apparent. It is also
interesting to note the effect ofwindow length on the amplitude spectrum. The
frequency of the sinusoid is more sharply defined with 0 cycles removed than
with 1 cycle removed, effectively due to a longerwindow length. If the length of
the original sinusoid was increased to approach infinity, the
'hump'
at 1 Hz
would eventually grow thinner and taller, thus approaching the form of a Dirac
delta function (an impulse). Additionally, the 'side
band'
ripples increase in
number but decrease in overall spectral content as the window length increases.
3
In this section, 'section
removal'
refers to effectively shortening the sinusoid shown in Figure 3-1
by phase shifting the second portion. The endpoint of the second portion effectivelymoves along
the time axis as the phase is shifted in the negative t direction.
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Implications to Edit and concatenate.vi. The forgoing example illustrates
one way the frequency domain representation of cardiovascular output
variability data can be altered by removing data from themiddle and
concatenating the remaining sections. Since the parameter controlling the start of
the removed section can also vary, an infinite number of possibilities exist for
altering the amplitude spectrum by data removal. This will definitely not make
the data editing technique described in Section 2-3 invalid, but it will require
careful use of that algorithm.
Implications for cardiovascular data analysis. The variability of
cardiovascular output is far too complicated to be described by one single
sinusoid as shown in the simplified case above. The variability of cardiovascular
output at any given time can possibly be described by a large number of
sinusoidal functions, each of differing frequencies and phases. However, as will
be seen in the next sections, it does have somewhat well defined components at a
limited low frequency range. Therefore, the effects on the frequency domain can
beminimized by removing relatively small sections of data when required. If a
data set contains a large proportion of spurious artifact in relation to its overall
length, then it should not be included in the analysis.
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3.2 Grouped Embryonic Data
3.2.1 AlgorithmValidation With Test Data
Recall that the algorithm Linear interpolation Il.vi is used to interpolate
spectral data sets to a common frequency axis and determine an average
spectrum from the input group. To validate this algorithm, the simple 'made
up'
test data in Table 3-1 is used. The data in Table 3-1 represents three generic x and
y data sets, which can be thought to represent spectral data sets. Using this
representation, the x (abcissa) values are analogous to a frequency axis, and the y
(ordinate) values correspond to spectral data.
Set1 Set 2 Set 3
x, y x, y, X, V,
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 2.00 4.00
2.00 2.00 6.00 6.00 4.00 7.00
3.00 3.00 9.00 11.00
L
6.00 11.00
4.00 4.00 12.00 13.00 8.00 12.00
5.00 5.00 10.00 12.00
6.00 6.00
7.00 7.00
Table 3-1. Test data for Linear Interpolation Il.vi algorithm validation.
The validation test has three objectives:
To ensure that the algorithm detects the input data with the smallest x
(frequency axis) increment.
To ensure that the interpolating frequency axis is determined properly
using the specified frequency range.
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To insure that the subsequent interpolation and averaging is performed
as
expected.
For the validation, the datawas input, one set at a time, into Linear
Interpolation Il.vi. The specified frequency range was set to 0 Hz (Low) to 7 Hz
(High). Using these operating parameters, one would expect that the first data
set would be used for the subsequent interpolation, because it has the smallest x
increment. This should result in the following:
The first data set should be left unchanged, since its entire x range is being
used in the above frequency range setting.
The other two data sets should be lengthened to the size of the first, and they
should be interpolated to the same range as well.
The
'expected'
results (determined 'by hand') as outlined above are tabulated
below in Table 3-2.
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
xY y x, y. x, V,
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.33 1.00 j 2.00
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.67 2.00 4.00
3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 5.50
4.00 4.00 4.00 4.67 4.00 7.00
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.33 5.00 9.00
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 11.00
7.00 7.00 7.00 7.67 7.00 11.50
Table 3-2.
'Expected'
results for Linear Interpolation Il.vi algorithm validation.
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From Table 3-2, note that the second and third sets are interpolated only
over a portion of their specified ranges (up to x = 7.00) and they are lengthened





AverageSet1 Set 2 Set 3
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 1.33 2.00 1.44
2.00 2.00 2.67 4.00 2.89
3.00 3.00 4.00 5.50 4.17
4.00 4.00 4.67 7.00 5.22
5.00 5.00 5.33 9.00 6.44
6.00 6.00 6.00 11.00 7.67
7.00 7.00 7.67 11.50 8.72 t
Table 3-3. Results from validation of Linear Interpolation Il.vi.
In Table 3-3, the results from the validation are tabulated in the same
output format as generated by Linear Interpolation Il.vi. Comparison of Tables 3-2
and 3-3 shows that the algorithm operates as expected.
3.2.2 Sample Results With Chick Embryo Data
Sample results obtained from using Linear Interpolation Il.vi on selected
chick embryo spectral data groupings are discussed here. (Refer to Section 2.2 for
a discussion on the preliminary processing and analysis algorithms used to
generate the spectral data.)
The sample output below is for two groups of embryos categorized by
gestational age. The two groups are Hamburger-Hilton Stage 14 (2 to 2.5 days of
a 21 day incubation) and Stage 27 (5 to 5.5 days). For clarity in the frequency
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spectra, data from only two embryos in each age group is included.
Information
pertaining to the frequency axis resolutions, spectral data set sizes and frequency
ranges of the individual embryo spectra is tabulated in Table 3-4.









PSA14-2 10.064 2048 20.61 PSA27-38 10.072 2048 20.63
PSA14-3 26.127 2048 53.51 PSA27-42 10.077 2048 20.63
(GROUP) 1.465 2048 3.00 (GROUP) 1.465 2048 3.00
Table 3-4. Spectral axis details for chick embryo data.
Peak velocity variability spectra. (Refer to Figure 2-2 for a
definition of
the peak velocity variability.) Figure 3-4 (a) shows the individual PSDs of the two
Stage 14 chick embryos above, interpolated to the
'group'
frequency axis, while
the average PSD is shown in Figure 3-4 (b).

























Figure 3-4. (a) Interpolated peak velocity variability PSD for two Stage 14
embryos, (b) Average PSD.
The peak velocity variability results for the Stage 27 embryos are shown in
Figures 3-5 (a and b).















Figure 3-5. (a) Interpolated peak velocity variability PSD for two Stage 27
embryos, (b) Average PSD.
From Figure 3-4, the two Stage 14 chick embryos havemost of their
spectral content in the sub-0. 5 Hz frequency range. The two Stage 27 embryos in
Figure 3-5 (a) clearly showmuchmore overall spectral content than the Stage 14
embryos. The Stage 27 embryo data also appears to be more consistent between
the two embryos. For the two Stage 27 embryos, relatively increased spectral
activity appears to be present
in narrow bandwidths centered about 0.1 Hz, 0.5
Hz and 1.0 Hz. The averaged Stage 27 PSD in Figure 3-5 (b) also shows this
spectral activity.
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show that variations in pulsatile peak blood velocity
are present in the Stage 14 and 27 embryos that were sampled. However, in the
case of the two Stage 27 embryos, these variations are better defined in narrow
frequency bands. The Stage 14 embryo spectra appear to be more
'smeared'
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because spectral components at specific narrow frequency bands are not as well
defined as the Stage 27 spectra.
Heart rate variability (HRV) spectra. Figure 3-6 (a) shows the individual
PSDs of the two Stage 14 chick embryos, interpolated to the
'group'
frequency
axis, while the average PSD is shown in Figure 3-6 (b).
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Figure 3-6. (a) Interpolated HRV PSD for two Stage 14 embryos, (b) Average
PSD.
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The HRV results for the Stage 27 embryos are shown in Figures 3-7 (a and
b).
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Figure 3-7 (a) Interpolated HRV PSD for two Stage 27 embryos, (b) Average PSD.
The HRV spectra from the Stage 14 and 27 embryos are more difficult to
interpret than peak velocity variability spectra. Both age groups exhibit a
relatively large
amount of activity in the range of 1.0 Hz, with side-band spectral
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components from approximately 1/4 Hz to
1- 3/4 Hz. Stage 27 also exhibits a
discernible spectral component below .25 Hz present in both embryos. Assuming
the mean heart rate to be approximately 2.5 Hz for these data sets, both age
groups indicate relatively high frequency heart rate variations compared to base
line heart rate.
3.3 Spectral Band Power
3.3.1 AlgorithmValidationWith Test Data
Recall that the algorithms Band power calculation (5 bands).vi and Band
power calculation (10 bands).vi are used to determine the relative power of spectral
data over various frequency bands. For PSD data, this calculation represents the
amount of power in a frequency band, and for other spectral data, it represents a
relative spectral distribution. To validate the algorithm output, the spectral
powerwas determined by inspection at specific frequencies for a
'composite'
sinusoid given by eq. (3.1).
x(t)
= sin(27t )t + 2 sin(47t )t + 3sin(67t )t + 4 sin(8r)f + 5sin(107t)r (for all t) (3.1)
The PSD of the sampled, finite length form of eq. (3.1) was then input into Band
power calculation (5 bands).vi, and compared to the analytical results from above.
The spectral power can be determined for eq. (3.1) by inspection, since it is
the sum of
'pure'




where I X(f) I is themagnitude of the complex Fourier transform of the signal. By
inspection, themagnitudes and spectral powers of eq. (3.1) are tabulated at their









Table 3-5. Spectral power of eq. (3.1) (by inspection)
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Eq. (3.3) is for n between 0 and 5ll (a 512 point sequence), also/s is 20 Hz (the
sampling rate). A PSD
representation of this sequence is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8. PSD of the sequence given by eq. (3.3) in arbitrary units.
Because of such factors as sampling rate and record length, some of the
sinusoids in eq. (3.3) may have a non-integer number of cycles, thus resulting in
spectral leakage. The spectral leakagemay be seen in Figure 3-8 as a finitewidth
of the spectral 'spikes'. An advantage of using frequency bands, alongwith the
PSD form, is that the spectral leakage can be taken into account in the
calculations with the proper choice of frequency bands and record length. To
achieve an even spectral band power distribution, the frequency bands for the
algorithm were chosen as follows:
Band 1: 0.5 - 1.5 Hz Band 4: 3.5 - 4.5 Hz
Band 2: 1.5 - 2.5 Hz Band 5: 4.5 - 5.5 Hz
Band 3: 2.5 - 3.5 Hz
The results of operating on the PSD of eq. (3.3) via Band power calculation (5
bands).vi are tabulated in Table 3-6 below (arbitrary units). The frequency-specific
power determined by inspection of eq. (3.1) is shown for comparison.
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Table 3-6. Comparison of results from band power calculation with actual
frequency-specific spectral power.
The differences between the power values shown in Table 3-6 can be
attributed to spectral leakage and the finite data record length of eq. (3.3). As
discussed in Section 2.4, spectral contentmay 'spill
over'
into adjacent frequency
bands of a spectrum with finite data record lengths in discrete data. The spectral
leakage can appear in frequency bands other than those specified for the
calculations.
3.3.2 Sample ResultsWith Chick Embryo Data
Following are sample results obtained from using Band power calculation (5
bands),vi on the groups of two Stage 14 and 27 chick embryos noted in Section
3.2.2. For both the peak velocity and HRV spectra, the frequency bands used in
the calculationwere chosen as follows:
Band 1: 0.0 - 0.5 Hz Band 4: 1.5 - 2.0 Hz
Band 2: 0.5 - 1.0 Hz Band 5: 2.0 - 2.5 Hz
Band 3: 1.0 -1.5 Hz
Note from Figures 3-4 through 3-7 that there is little or no spectral content above
2.0 Hz.
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Absolute band power. Figures 3-9 through 3-12 show the results from
running Band power calculation (5 bands).viwith the interpolated and
averaged
Stage 14 and 27 embryo PSDs from Section 3.2 and the above frequency bands.
For each type of band power calculation, the graphs of both embryo groups are
at the same scale for direct comparison.
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Figure 3-9. Stage 14 peak velocity variability spectral band power.
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Stage 27 Peak Velocity Variability
Spectral Band Power




Figure 3-10. Stage 27 peak velocity variability spectral band power.
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Figure 3-11. Stage 14 HRV spectral band power.
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Figure 3-12. Stage 27 HRV spectral band power.
The above results provide a comparison of the spectral content in specific
frequency bands for the two embryo groups. Like the interpolated and averaged
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PSDs in Section 3.3, the Stage 27 embryos showmuch higher overall spectral
content in peak velocity variability spectra, but less in HRV spectra.
Relative band power. The band power calculations depicted in Figure 3-9
through 3-12 show the amount of absolute spectral content at specific frequency
bands. However, the relative spectral power distribution can be shown as well. If
the band power data above is normalized by the power in the entire spectrum,
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Figure 3-13. Stage 14 peak velocity variability spectral power distribution.
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Figure 3-14. Stage 27 peak velocity variability spectral power distribution.
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Figure 3-15. Stage 14 HRV spectral power distribution.
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Figure 3-16. Stage 27 HRV spectral power distribution.
Going back to Figures 3-6 and 3-7, it can be seen that the Stage 27 embryos
in the above results both have a significant amount of spectral content below .25
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Hz in the HRV spectra. From the interpolated HRV spectra, this spectral content
appears to be of a higher percentage of the overall spectral content than that of
the Stage 14 embryos. Since the specified frequency bandwidths for comparison
were in 0.5 Hz increments, spectral content below .25 Hz is integrated inwith the
rest of the data in the 0 - .5 Hz frequency band. To increase the frequency band
resolution, a version of the band power calculation algorithmwith 10
user-
specified frequency bands is available. Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show the results
of
running Band power calculation (10 bands).vi
with the Stage 14 and 27 HRV
interpolated spectra, using 0.25 Hz frequency band increments.
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Stage 14 HRV Spectral Power Distribution
E Embryo PSA14-2
B Embryo PSA1 4-3
BAverage
Frequency Bands (.25 Hz. Bandwidth)
Figure 3-17. Stage 14 HRV spectral power distributionwith .25 Hz wide
frequency bands.
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Figure 3-18. Stage 27 HRV spectral power distributionwith .25 Hz frequency
bands.
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Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show that the HRV spectral power in the 0 - .25 Hz
frequency band for the Stage 27 embryos is a higher percentage of the entire
spectrum than that of the Stage 14 embryos. Thus, the ten band algorithm is
useful for detecting subtle spectral power differences that are not as noticeable
when amore
'course'
bandwidth (i.e., the five band algorithm) is used.
3.4 Joint Time-Frequency Analysis (JTFA)
3.4.1 AlgorithmValidation With Test Data
To validate the algorithm Short time FFTl.vi, a discrete sinusoidal series
with a frequency
'hop'
from 1 Hz to 2 Hz is used. The parameters of the
sinusoidal series are shown below.
First Portion of Series Second Portion of Series
Frequency: 1 Hz 2 Hz
Samples (N): 1024 1025
Cycles: 128 256
Sampling Rate: 8 Hz 8 Hz
The input parameters for Short time FFTl.vi are as follows:
Window Length: 64 (8 seconds with an 8 Hz sampling rate)
Window Increment: 48 (6 seconds)
Window Type: Rectangular (no smoothing)
Zero Padding: None
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With the above parameters, a total of 42windowed sections may be
extracted4. In the above series, the fundamental frequency changes suddenly
from 1 to 2 Hz after the first 1024 samples (128 seconds).With a window
increment5
of 48 samples and a window length of 64 samples, the frequency
change should occur after 21 windows have been extracted from the series. The
actual starting time of the frequency change can be calculated bymultiplying the
number of windows extracted by the window increment and dividing by the
sampling rate. Using that calculation, the frequency should begin to change at
126 seconds. Therefore, one would expect to see a
'step'
change in frequency in
the spectrogram at that time. With the given window increment and length, the
'moving'
window increments past the frequency change (a fixed point on the
series) in 10.67 seconds. Using the PSD form in Short time FFTl.vi, the
spectrogram of the above series is plotted with the aid of the customMATLAB
routine Spectra.m in Figure 3-19.
4
Using equation 2.6 (Section 2.6).
5
The number of samples between the start of one window and the start of the next window.
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Figure 3-19. Spectrogram of test data series in eq. (3.4).
3.4.2 Spectrograms with Chick Embryo Data
To be useful, the data used with the algorithm Short time FFTl.vimust be
long enough to capture several windows with the desired frequency axis
resolution. Currently, there is no human fetal data that meets that requirement.
However, some Stage 14 chick embryo data series of approximately 100 seconds
in duration are available. To demonstrate the use of Short time FFTl.vi on
































The peak velocity variability time series data is derived from the velocity
time series data above. The spectrograms are shown in Figures 3-20 (b) and 3-21
(b), respectively. Figures 3-20 (a) and 3-21 (a) show examples of the time series
data thatwas used to generate the spectrograms.
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Figure 3-20. (a) Stage 14 chick embryo blood velocity data segment, (b)
Spectrogram of Stage 14 chick embryo blood velocity time series data.
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3 0 time (sec.)
freq. (Hz.)
Figure 3-21. (a) Stage 14 chick embryo peak blood velocity variability time series
data, (b) Spectrogram of Stage 14 peak velocity variability time series.
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As shown in Figure 3-20 (b), the spectrogram of the blood velocity time
series is dominated by the 2.7 Hz (162 beats/minute) mean heart rate. Variations
in heart rate, if they exist, are difficult to see in this spectrogram. However,
variations in the PSD value (the z-axis) are readily apparent. The large
variations
in PSD values show that the peak blood velocity changes with time in this
embryo6
(see Figure 3-20 (a)). The variations in the peak velocity may be due to
short duration changes in cardiac output or afterload (refer to Section 1.1). Due
to the relatively short duration of the time series data, long duration changes in
cardiac function related to growth and morphogenisis will not be apparent.
The spectrogram in Figure 3-21 (b) shows the changes spectral content of
the peak velocity variability over time. The time changes of the spectral content
can be seen from the time series plot in Figure 3-21 (a). Recall that the peak
velocity variability is a running time series of differences between
beat-to-beat
peak velocities (See Figure 2-2). The spectrum of each windowed segment in the
series shows how rapidly the cardiac cycle peak velocities change, alongwith the
frequency of change.
The lack of a well dominant, well defined frequency component in the
peak velocity variability
spectrum is possibly due to the chosenwindow length
of 512 samples (12.4 seconds). This window length produced a lowest resolvable
6
For the PSD of the blood velocity time series, the largest value of the array occurs at themean
heart rate. This is related to the mean velocity of the series.
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frequency in the spectrogram of .081 Hz However, it is quite possible that
spectral content is present below that frequency. To determine the effect of a
longerwindow length in the peak velocity variability spectrogram, the
data was
re-input into Short time FFTl.viwith a window length of 1024 samples (24.8
seconds), and a window increment of 256 samples (6.20 seconds). The window
incrementwas increased to allow more clarity in the spectrogram. The results
are
shown in Figure 3-22.
Spectrogram of Stage 14 Peak Velocity Variability
time (sec.)
Figure 3-22. Peak velocity variability spectrogram
with 1024 pointwindow
length and 256 point increment.
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The peak velocity variability spectrogram resulting from the longer
window length also has no dominant frequency component. However, it does
show better frequency axis resolution than the other spectrogram. Note also the
shorter time range of the spectrogram, due to the longerwindow length. This
change in the time range illustrates the difficulty in finding a suitablewindow
lengthwhen using the short time Fourier transformmethod.
In performing the STFT on the velocity data, it should be noted that
relatively short windows can be used. In this case, the 1024 point window
produced a lowest resolvable frequency of .195 Hz. However, in Figure 3-20,
there is little spectral content below the mean heart rate of 2.7 Hz.
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4. Discussion & Conclusions
The algorithms presented in the previous sections provide a useful and
convenient means of post processing fetal/embryonic cardiovascular data.
However, these algorithms have certain limits of usage and require careful
considerations of operating parameters and input data. Perhaps themost
important issues concerning the use of the algorithms relate to the quality and
quantity of input data. For example, it was demonstrated in Section 3.1 that
removing relatively large sections of sinusoidally varying data can have
significant effects on the frequency domain sifnature of the data trends.
Relatively small amounts of spurious artifact in a data setmay be edited outwith
little or no frequency domain effects by properly using Edit and concatenate.vi.
However, if a data set contains relatively large amounts of spurious artifact, it
should not be considered.
4.1 Discussion of Results
Summarizing the research objectives in Section 1.3, the overall purpose of
this thesis is to provide computational tools for time and frequency domain post
processing of
cardiovascular data. Sound biological interpretations of the sample
results shown in Section 3, while beyond the scope of this work, is part of
ongoing research. Additionally,
further interpretation of the results generated by
these algorithms will require larger study groups than the two sample groups
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containing two chick embryos discussed in Section 3. However, the results in
Section 3 do provide for the verification of earlier researchwork concerning
cardiovascular output variability (Kempski 1992 and 1993).
In presenting the results from the Stage 14 and 27 chick embryos, two
types of frequency spectra were highlighted. These spectrum types, peak velocity
variability and heart rate variability (HRV), will likely indicate variations in
cardiovascular output related to function, growth and morphogenisis (Kempski
1995).
Peak velocity variability indicates beat-to-beat changes in amplitude of the
blood velocity output. Low levels of peak velocity variability indicate steady
beat-to-beat output, while high levels indicate variability in cardiac afterload
(Kempski 1993 and 1995). Peak velocity varies over time periods spanning
several cardiac cycles, with gestational development in the chickembryo
(Kempski 1992). For example, the peak cardiac cycle blood velocity reaches its
maximum every 13 cardiac cycles at Stage 21, whereas the variability occurs over
22 cycles at Stage 27. This change in peak velocity variability ismost likely
related to embryonic growth (Kempski 1992, 1995). Assuming an average heart
rate in the range of 150 beats/minute, thatwould correspond to a periodicity of
8.8 seconds (at Stage 27), or a frequency of 0.11 Hz. This appears to bewithin the




The HRV spectra (Figures 3-6 and 3-7) show little consistency between the
individual embryos in the sample group. In this case, the HRV spectra may be
influenced by environmental conditions thatwere present during blood velocity
data acquisition. The most likely environmental condition to affect chick heart
rate is temperature. In the chick embryo, heart rate increases, and vascular
resistance decreases, as temperature increases (Nakazawa 1986). If the heart rate
increases, than the heart rate variabilitymay also show effects from the heart rate
variability. These effects would possibly be present in a DC (zero frequency)
component in the resulting spectrum. However, de-trending algorithms are used
(Gallagher 1995) before the spectra are generated. Thus, the de-trending
algorithms should remove most, if not all, of the DC component in the spectrum.
This 'signal
drift'
phenomenonmay have an implicit effect on the HRV spectra,
without necessarily showing up as DC content.
The temperature effect on chick cardiovascular output is part of a major
issue in cardiovascular data analysis involving stationarity. The joint time-
frequency analysis (JTFA) results can be used to show the stationarity or
nonstationarity of a data series. For example, consider a long velocity data series
(100 seconds ormore of data) obtained from a chick embryo undergoing a
temperature increase. The spectrogram of this datamay show an increasing
fundamental frequency (heart rate) with time, similar to that of the
'chirp'
signal
example of Section 2.6.
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The spectrograms in Figures 3-21 and 3-22 indicate somewhat subtle
changes in the peak velocity variability. It is unknown at presentwhat
cardiovascular controlmechanism, if any, drives the peak velocity variability.
However, one possible cause is the use of the short time Fourier transform
method. A common disadvantage to thismethod is that determining a proper
window length can be problematic for data undergoing rapid frequency changes.
Althoughmost of the spectral content in peak velocity variability occurs at very
low frequencies, the pulse-to-pulse variations in peak velocity are significant, as
evidenced in the blood velocity spectrogram (Figure 3-20). Another possible
source of irregular results in JTFA is the quality and quantity of the time data.
With a sampling frequency of 200 Hz, the velocity data used in the spectrogram
in Figure 3-20 is oversampled. Since the mean heart rate is below 3 Hz, the
theoretical1
minimum sampling rate is about 6 Hz. The higher sampling rate
necessitates more data (longerwindow lengths) in order achieve a desirable
lowest resolvable frequency.
4.2 Future Lines of Research
At the present time, the algorithms thatwere presented in this thesis have
been used to process fairly large amounts of chick embryo data, and human fetal
pilot data (acquired by Doppler ultrasound). These algorithms are slated to assist
in the post processing of large amounts
of human fetal cardiovascular data as
1
According to theNyquist Sampling
Theorem.
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part of a long-term National Institutes ofHealth (NIH) research project. The
algorithms outlined in this thesismay also be used to process Doppler blood
velocity data from neonates and adults.
It is not too late to implement some improvements in some of the
algorithms. Additionally, it is recommended that entirely newmethodologies be
explored for current or future research. The possible improvements are outlined
below.
Statistical Processing-When grouping sets of embryonic/fetal spectral data,
therewill be a certain level of confidence in the data. This depends on the
overall consistency between the spectral values for the individual samples in
the group. Certain samples in the group may be considered
'abnormal'
and
possibly skew the mean spectra. Presently, the algorithm Linear Interpolation
Il.vi calculates the area under each input spectrum and displays the results.
Additionally, high and low spectral values are plotted to represent upper and
lower
'bounds'
in the data. The operator thenmanually
'weeds'
out any input
data that appears to be substantially different based on spectral area or
appearance.What should be investigated, however, is an automated means to
weed out abnormal data sets. A possiblemethod to be explored is the
Chauvenet Data Exclusion Criterion (Holman 1989). This criterion can be
implemented into the band power algorithms, since they involve calculating
spectral areas. Using the spectral areas, spectra that fall outside of 2 or 3
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standard deviations from the meanmay be identified as
outliers. Perhaps
statistical correlation techniques can also be implemented to compare and
contrast the input data sets.
Statistical Analysis- The band power algorithms can be edited to provide
statistical data for the individual input data sets. Such calculations as
standard deviation and standard error of themean (SEM) should be
considered to show the statistical spread of the input data.
Alternative JTFA Methods- Although the STFT is one of the most popular
methods of JTFA, it can be difficult to find a suitable window length for some
data. Additionally, the STFTmay give poor results for data undergoing rapid
or irregular changes in time. The use of other methods, such those developed
by Gabor,Wigner-Ville and others (Cohen 1989) should be explored. Many of
these methods were derived in response to the STFTwindow length problem.
Using one of the other methods, time dependent spectral energy (or power)
distributions can be determined.
Common Frequency Axis Using Zero
Padding-
Using zero padding, an
algorithm can be developed to generate a common frequency axis for an
embryo/fetal data group. If the sampling rates of all time data sets are the
same, then the time data can be zero padded out to a uniform length.
Currently, linear interpolation is used to get all time data into a length equal
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to some power of two prior to PSD calculation (Gallagher 1995). This time
domain interpolation often makes the 'effective sampling
rates'
unequal
within a data group2. However, inmost cases, the raw embryonic/fetal data
(before interpolation) is sampled at the same rate.With the same sampling
rate for different data sets, zero padding prior to spectral analysis can allow
the use of an efficient
FFT3
algorithm, while maintaining a common lowest
resolvable frequency among the group.With a common frequency axis for all
spectral data generated in this manner, interpolation is not required to
calculate the mean of a group of spectra. This technique should be used with
caution, however. The separate data sets must be close enough in length to
allow zero padding to the same power of two length4.
The above improvements, along with any other modifications to the
algorithms will allow more flexibility, and in the case of the JTFA algorithms,
possibly better results.
2
An example of this situation can be seen in Table 2-1 (in Section 2.4).
3
See Appendix A.2 for an explanation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
4
See Appendix A.4 for an explanation of zero padding and zero padding correction factors.
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The basis of some of the secondary analysis presented in this thesis
involves relatively simple mathematical operations such as linear interpolation.
The joint time frequency analysis, however, involves more complex
methodologieswhich are based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In this
section, an overview of the DFT and the closely related FFT is presented, along
with smoothingwindows and different frequency spectrum forms. In the next
appendix, spectral analysis is used to justify the removal of spurious data from
sinusoidally varying series.
A.l The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
Discrete signals, which are essentially a sequence of equally spaced
samples of an analog signal, can be represented in terms of their spectral content
by the discrete form of the Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT is developed by
adapting the continuous time
Fourier transform (CFT) (see Appendix B) to a
sampled finite length signal. Instead of a continuous summation (integration) of
an infinite length signal multiplied by a complex exponential, the summation
becomes discrete. The length of the signal ismade finite using a rectangular
window, resulting in an
approximated form of the original signal. Obviously, the
longer the window, the more accurate the frequency domain representation of
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the signal. The analog signal is also multiplied by an equally spaced sequence of





(k = 0, 1, ...N-l) (A.l)
n=0
In eq. A.l, x(n) are the samples of a finite length analog signal x(t). N is the
number of samples in x(n), j is the complex operator, and k is the discrete
frequency counter, or frequency 'bin'. Inwords, the DFT of a signal x(n) at some
frequency bin k equals the sum from 0 to N-l of x(n) multiplied by the complex
exponential. The DFT can be interpreted as an approximation to the continuous
Fourier transform of a finite length signal at a discrete set of frequencies.
Frequency resolution of the DFT. A finite length analog signal is sampled
by multiplying it by an equal length series of pulses, p(t). Sincemultiplication in
the time domain is equivalent to
convolution1
in the frequency domain, then the
CFT of the sampled signal is the convolution of the Fourier transform of the
signal and the Fourier transform of the pulses. In the frequency domain, the
convolution results in a repetition of the spectrum of the signal, spaced 1/T
apart, as shown in figure A-l. The number of repetitions is equal to the number
of pulses that sampled the signal. Thus, from 0 to 1/T on the frequency axis, the
spectrum is symmetric about a point 1/2T. Because of the symmetry property,
the DFT can be displayed from 0 to half of the sampling frequency of the analog
1
Themathematical operation of convolution is explained inmore detail in any linear systems or
signal processing
textbook. It is used only for an explanation of the frequency resolution of the
DFT, and is thus not detailed here.
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signal. A justification for the above statement is the Nyquist Sampling Theorem,
which states that a signal can be completely reconstructed from its samples if












Convolution of X(f) and P(f)
1/T
f axis
Fig. A-l. The frequency domain effects of sampling an analog signal.
In eq (A.l), there are N frequency bins in the DFT, since k goes from 0 to





where Fs is the sampling frequency. From eq. (A.2), it is apparent that as the
number of samples increases (without changing the sampling frequency), the
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frequency bin spacing (Af) decreases, thus increasing the frequency axis
resolution.
A.2 The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Although the DFT is a very powerful tool for discrete signal analysis, it is
very computationally involved. A DFT computation requires a total of
N2
complexmultiplications and N(N-l) complex additions, whereN is the length of
the discrete sequence. In addition, each complex multiplication requires four real
multiplications and two real additions, and each complex addition requires two
real additions. FFT algorithms, which are derived from the DFT, require a
number of computations proportional toN ln(N). (Here ln(N) refers to natural
logarithm ofN.) The efficiency of the FFT, however, is not very noticeable for
short sequences. The cardiovascular variability data series discussed in this thesis
are quite long, varying in length from 256 to 4096 samples.
The FFT refers collectively to a group of DFT algorithms that involve
decomposing the DFT into a series of smaller operations. The increased
computational efficiency takes advantage of both the periodicity and symmetry
of the DFT. Two basic types of decomposition are used: decimation in time and
decimation in frequency. The decimation in time algorithm refers to the
decomposition of the input sequence x(n) into progressively smaller sequences.
The decimation in frequency algorithm involves the decomposition of the output
sequence from the DFT into smaller sequences. Both types require that the length
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of the input series be some power of two or T,where v is an integer. For
example, an 8 point DFT can be broken down in time [x(n)] or frequency [X(fl]
into two 4 point sequences, each of which can be further decomposed to two 2
point sequences. A
'canned'
FFT algorithm included in the LabVIEW software
package is imbedded in the custom algorithm Short Time FFTl.vi . Formaximum
computational efficiency, all cardiovascular variability data have been
interpolated orwindowed to an integer power of two in length (Gallagher 1995).
A.3 Spectral Representations and Power
The DFT and FFT of real valued sequences always produce complex
sequences. There are several methods available to represent the complex
sequence in a more easily interpretedmanner. The discrete amplitude spectrum,
which shows the amplitudes of the individual frequency components contained
in a data sequence, is computed by calculating themagnitude of the complex FFT
sequence. The phase spectrum, which shows the phase lead or lag in the
individual frequency components of a sequence can also be calculated, but it is
not used in this work. The phase spectrum of cardiovascular variability data is
more important in determining the impedance of the cardiovascular system.
Another useful way to show spectral content of data is the discrete power
spectrum. The discrete power spectrum shows the level of power in x(n)
(normalized to a 1-ohm resistive load) at each frequency component. This
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assumes that x(n) is a discrete representation of a
'power'
signal2. The power
spectrum is calculated by
S=p-|X(*)|2
(A3)
Since x(n) is the discrete approximation to an analog signal, eq. (A.3) represents
the total power contained within a certain frequency band of the analog signal.
The width of the frequency band is the same as the width of the frequency bin
spacing of the FFT. Note that all phase information is lost in the discrete power
spectrum form. Thus, the discrete power spectrum does not completely describe
the frequency domain representation of a signal.
The discrete power spectra of cardiovascular output for different
embryos /fetuses of the same gestational age may vary somewhat, depending on
many factors. These factors may include slight physiological differences and
cardiovascular activity. Thus, it is more desirable to determine the power over a
limited range of frequencies, rather than at a specific frequency. This can be done
by determining the power in a certain frequency band (more than one frequency
bin) of the cardiovascular time series data. The discrete power spectral density
(PSD) of a time series is used to calculate band power using the relation
h




signal has finite power but infinite energy.Most periodic signals are power signals.
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where/j and/., are lower and upper frequency limits respectively of the band of
interest. Equation (A.4) shows that the power in a frequency band bounded by
frequencies/, and/2 can be found by integrating the discrete PSD data between
the two frequency limits. Using this intuitive approach, the discrete PSD can be
calculated by tiansforming the discrete power spectrum into a power
distribution per frequency bin. In other words, the discrete PSD can be defined
by dividing the discrete power spectrum by the frequency bin spacing, Af. Or,
PSD ==- = (k = 0, 1, 2 ... N-l) (A.5)
IfA/ is given by eq. (A.2), then the substitution of eq. (A.2) into (A.5) gives
PSD = ^-\X(kf (k = 0,1, 2,. ..N-l) (A.6)
Nfs
Note that the discrete PSD is inversely proportional to the length of the
data series. The discrete power spectrum, however, is inversely proportional to
the square of the length of the data series. This will be very important in a
discussion of zero padding later in this section.
Given a discrete PSD data series, the power in a discrete frequency band




wheref and/2 are the lower an upper limits of the specified frequency band
respectively. The integration in eq. (A.7) can be discretized using trapezoidal rule
numerical integration given by eq. (A.8) (see figure A-2)
]g(x)dx = ^\gl + gL+2^g] (A.8)
where g(x) is the function to be integrated, g7 is the function evaluated at the first
discretized point, gL is the function evaluated at the last discretized point and h is






where h is the same as A/given by eq. (A.2). Note in eq. (A.9) that the counter i is
not the same as the frequency bin counter, k. The frequency bin counter k shows
the absolute position in the discrete spectrum series. The counter i shows the
position in the discrete spectrum relative to the two band frequencies for the
power calculation. The increment along the frequency axis for i also equals the
frequency bin spacing Af. The frequency,/, corresponding to any frequency bin,
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Figure A-2. Sample discrete PSD showing the development of integration for
band power.
Further, the discrete frequencies /, and/ that define the ends of the
specified frequency band for integration are similar to eq. (A.10), but k is
replaced by k7 and k2 respectively. In other words, k7 and k2 are the frequency bin
indices that correspond to the discrete end-frequencies of the specified band (see
















Note that fc3 and k2 must be integers. Therefore,/ and/must correspond to












Eq. (A.12) can be used to calculate the amount of
'power'
contained within
a certain frequency band of a discrete PSD data set. In the custom algorithms
Band power calculation (5 Bands).vi and Band power calculation (10 Bands).vi, eq.
(A.12) is implemented using a
'canned'
LabVIEW algorithm called Numeric
Integration.vi.
A.4 Zero Padding
The frequency bin spacing in a discrete spectrum is inversely proportional
to the number of data points in the time series. Using zero padding, the
frequency axis increment can be decreased. However, zero padding does not
increase the spectral resolution; it only adds finer detail to an already
'distorted'
spectrum (spectrum distortion due to finite window length).
Zero padding is essentially the concatenation of a set of zeros onto the end
of a data sequence. Zero padding should be done after any smoothingwindows
are applied. After zero padding, the length of the data series becomes equal to 2\
where v is an integer. If the data series has a non-integer power of two length,
then zero padding increases the
length to the rounded up integer power of two.
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If the data series has an integer power of two length, then zero padding increases
the length to the next integer power of two. For example, if a 129 (27011) point data
series is zero padded, then the length becomes 256 (28). Likewise, an 8 (23) point
long data series grows to 16 (24) points in length after zero padding.
Recall that the discrete PSD (see equation A.6) is inversely proportional to
the square of the time domain data series length. Since zero padding increases
the length of a data series, then a discrete power spectrum must be scaled by a
correction factor if zero padding is used. This is because zero padding does not
add
'real'
data to the series. The scaling effects of zero padding on a discrete PSD
are shown in Figure A-3 (a & b).
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Figure A-3 (a). Discrete PSD of Chirp datawithout zero padding.





















Figure A-3 (c). Discrete PSD of zero padded
'chirp'
data with zero padding
correction.
In Figure A-3 (a), a discrete PSD of the
'chirp'
data from Figure 2-8 (see
Section 2.6) is repeated. Therewas no zero padding in the original
'chirp'
data. In
Figure A-3 (b), a discrete PSD of the same data with zero padding is shown. The
original data (without zero padding) had 261 data points. Zero padding
increased the length of the
'chirp'
data to 512 data points, or by a factor of
approximately 1.96. With the
discrete PSD being inversely proportional to the
length of the data set, a length scale factor of approximately 1/1.96
=
.51 results.
This scaling effect can be
seen in Figure A-3 (b). Bymultiplying the discrete PSD
in figure A-3 (b) by the 1.96 length ratio, the discrete PSD is scaled back to its
original form, as shown in Figure A-3 (c). The preceding discussion shows that








whereM is the length of the data set after zero padding, and N is the length of
the data set before zero padding. For the discrete power spectrum form, the
spectral scaling is inversely proportional to the square of the data set length.






whereM and N are defined as above.
The above zero padding corrections should only be applied if eqs. (A.3)
and (A.6) are used to calculate the discrete power spectrum and the discrete PSD
respectively. There other forms of these equations in some signal processing
applications that do not have length scale factor present. The algorithm Short
Time FFTl.vi which is included in this thesis uses eqs. (A.3) and (A.6) for spectral
calculations, so the zero padding corrections above are implemented in that
algorithm.
For amplitude spectra, there is no scale factor for data series length if the
magnitude of eq. (A.l) is calculated directly. However, in the algorithm Short
Time FFTl.vi, the discrete amplitude spectrum is calculated by converting the
discrete power spectrum of the data segment. This is done by taking the square
root of each discrete value of the discrete power spectrum. Since the discrete
power spectrum in the algorithm is calculated using eq. (A.3), the amplitude
spectrum derived from this equationmust be scaled by eq. (A.13). Note that the
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scaling is linear since the square root is already applied during the discrete
power spectrum conversion.
A.5 SmoothingWindows
Recall that the discrete STFTmethod described earlier uses a 'moving
window'
to calculate the spectral representation of individual segments in data
sequence. Because of a finite window length, the discrete Fourier transform of an
arbitrary discrete function will result in spectral leakage or 'smearing'3. This
spectral leakage may occur even if theNyquist Sampling Theorem is observed
when sampling the data. To prevent spectral leakage, it is often desirable to
apply a smoothing window to time domain data prior to Fourier analysis. In the
STFTmethod, a smoothingwindow can be applied to each windowed time
domain segment. In this case, data segment ismultiplied point by pointwith the
smoothingwindow sequence. In the algorithm Short Time FFTl.vi, a Hanning
window is employed for optional time data smoothing. The Hanning window
sequence is given by
_
j5(l - cos(2n7t / Af)), 0<n<M,
J 0, otherwise
whereM is the discrete window length. A plot of a 256 point Hanning window
superimposed with a rectangular window is shown in Figure A-4.
3
InAppendix B, the continuous time Fourier transform of a non-integer cycle length sinusoid is
derived. This derivation is part of a discussion on the frequency domain effects of data removal
from sinusoidally varying data. The results in the frequency domain of such an operation are








Figure A-4. Superimposed Hanning and rectangular windows.
The net effect of point to pointmultiplication of the window functionwith
a data segment is to force the ends of the data segment to zero. Since incomplete
cycles (if present) in a windowed sinusoidal data segment will be near the limits
of the window, thesewill be forced to nearly zero. The center portion of the data
will thus be emphasized for the subsequent Fourier analysis.
As an example of the effects of smoothing windows on frequency spectra,










where Fs (the sampling frequency) is 16 Hz, and/ is equal to 1 Hz. This is a 1 Hz
sinusoid sampled at 16 Hz for 4.5 seconds. Note that this sampling interval
results in 4 1/2 cycles of the sinusoid in the sampling window. The discrete form
of this sinusoid with a Hanningwindow is shown in Figure A-5. Note that the
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Figure A-5. Sinusoid from eq. (A.15) with a Hanningwindow applied.










Figure A-6. PSD (logmagnitude form) of sinusoid with and without Hanning
window applied.
A PSD (logmagnitude form) of the windowed and non-windowed forms




significantlymore spectral leakage than the same sinusoid with a Hanning
window applied. The spectral leakage is manifested in the higher PSD values at
frequencies other than the 1 Hz fundamental frequency of the sinusoid. In
addition, the windowed sinusoid has a narrower bandwidth at its 1 Hz
dominant
frequency than the non windowed sinusoid.
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Appendix B
Special Case in Spectral Analysis-
Frequency Domain Analysis of Sectioned Sinusoids
The cardiovascular variabilitywaveforms (heart rate and peak velocity)
thatwere discussed earlier were assumed to be sinusoidal in nature. In Section 3-
1, the spectral effects of section removal from a sinusoidal functionwere
discussed using a simple example. Recall that the section removal (editing) of the
sinusoidally varying data was necessitated by the presence of spurious artifact
such as fetal movement and instrumentation noise. In this appendix, the
amplitude spectrum of an arbitrary sinusoidal function subject to sectioning is
derived using the continuous time Fourier Transform.
The time domain function. A generic representation of a sectioned
sinusoid is shown in figure B-l (repeated from figure 3-1). In the derivation that
follows, the original sinusoid in which a section of data is removed will be





= sin(co0(f- r,);(r0 < t
< T) (B.l)
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where t0 is the time of concatenation of x2(t) and x2(t), t1 is the amount of phase
delay in x2(t), and T is the end time of the signal. In discrete time, Twould refer
to the sample length. The sum of xt(t) and x2(t) are shown in Figures B-l and B-2.





















Figure B-2. Individual sinusoids that sum to form a sectioned sinusoid where
x(t)=x1(t)+x2(t).
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By using the sum of x/t) and x2(t) to represent a sectioned sinusoid, the
start location of the removed section is controlled by the parameter t0 and its
length is controlled by tr In other words, if r,=0, then there is no phase delay in
x2(t), and a continuous sinsusoid is generated by the concatenation of xr(t) and
x2(t).
The Fourier transform of x(t). The continuous Fourier transform provides
a frequency domain representation of a signal or function. Although the discrete
form of the Fourier transform was discussed in the previous appendix, the
continuous form is used here because it is easier to derive a closed form
transform of a sinusoidal function in continuous time. However, the derivation
that follows can also be donewith discrete data as well to produce similar
results. Recall that the continuous Fourier transform involves representing a
signal as an integral (continuous) summation of complex exponentials. The
Fourier transform is developed from the Fourier series of a signal whose
fundamental frequency goes to zero at the limit. The resulting amplitude
spectrum has a continuum of frequency components. The continuous time
Fourier transform is given as
X(j(0)=]x(t)e-}wdt (B.3)
where is the complex operator, v-T .
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Because the Fourier transform is a linear operation, the sum of two signals
in the time domain is also a sum in the frequency domain. Therefore, if
x(t)=x1(t)+x2(t), the Fourier transform of x(t) can be expressed as the sum of X,(/gx)
and X2(j(>), which are the Fourier transforms of xz(t) and x2(t) respectively.
Substituting eqs. (B.l) and (B.2) into eq. (B.3) gives
'o
X, (;) = J sm(a^e'^dt (B.4)
o
T
X2(ja) = jsin((j>0(t-tl))e-}wdt (B.5)
'o
The integrals in eqs. (B.4) and (B.5) can be solved by applying the Euler




















X2(ja) = \[eJ^'-h)_e-J^-o]e-Mdt (B 8)
J 2j














X,(yoo) = h-eMa<>'^)]+ [i_e-.Mol
2rm.-m^L J 2(C00+0))L J (B.10)
2(co0-co)
For convenience, the parameter t0 can be expressed in terms of a number of cycles


















Here, a represents multiples (a >1) or fractions (a <1) of the fundamental
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Like the substitution for t0 above, the parameter ta can also be expressed in terms




















Here, P represents multiples (P >1) or fractions (P <1) of the fundamental
frequency u)0. Note that the parameters a and P can be converted to cycles by
dividing by 2rc. The Fourier transform of the composite sinusoid x(t) is therefore
X(ja = Xl(JG>) + X2(jo)) (B.18)
Since X(jco) is complex, the amplitude spectrum, X(<a), can be found by taking
themagnitude of X(j(d).
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X(co) = 7(Re2(X1(;co) + X20-co))) + am2(X1(;co) + X20-co))) (B.19)
In eq. (B.19), Re( ) and Im( ) refer to the real and imaginary parts of the complex
expression respectively. The above derivation was developed using radian
frequency (a>) which is in units of rad/sec. The amplitude spectrum in terms of




Algorithm Usage Guide & Programming Overview
There are four major algorithms that are used in for the research
presented in this thesis. These algorithms are 'Virtual
Instruments'
(Vis)
incorporated using LabVIEW software. A
'VI'
is LabVIEW jargon for a program
or algorithm in the LabVIEW graphical programming environment. Usage
instructions and pertinent programming explanations for the Vis are detailed in
this appendix.
C.l Edit and concatenate, vi
This VI is used to edit or section out spurious data from larger data sets.
For this thesis, it is used to remove such artifact as fetal/embryonic movement or
instrumentation noise and
'spikes'
from blood velocity data. Spurious data can
be removed from the beginning,middle or end of a data set. Edit and
concatenate.vi has two modes of operation:
Tail to head concatenation and
Threshold crossing concatenation.
The two types of concatenation are explained with diagrams in Section 2.3. The
recommended form of editing from the middle of a data set is threshold crossing
concatenation, due to discontinuities that can be introduced into the data by
using tail to
head concatenation. An example of this is shown in Section 2.3.
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Removing data from the middle of a larger data set involves producing
two smaller data sets that can be filtered or have smoothing windows
applied
individually. The two data sets can be then concatenated with further filtering or
windowing. The filters and window operations are not needed for threshold
crossing concatenation, but are left over from previous developmental stages of
the algorithm. The controls for the windows and digital filter routines are not
explained here, since they are not used in the current research. These controls
have a default setting such that no smoothing windows or filters are applied.
Edit and Concatenate.vi Control Descriptions
Concatenation method- choices are:
Threshold values (Don't normalize by ratio of
means)- (Default) Uses
threshold crossing concatenation without any subsequent normalization
after concatenation. This is the typical choice when using this VI.
Threshold values (Normalize by ratio of means)- Uses threshold crossing
concatenation with subsequent normalization to the second data set. The
normalization is by the ratio of the mean values of the two data sets
resulting from the edit operation. This type of concatenation is not
recommended for data whosemean value is near zero (little or no dc
offset). It is useful for data setswith dc offset, since the means of the two
data sets may vary somewhat.
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End to end- Is the same as 'tail to
head'
concatenation. This is
recommended only for removing data from the beginning or end of a data
set. It is not recommended for editing from the center of a data
set.
Threshold detectorwidth-Must be set to some value for either of the two
threshold crossing concatenation choices above. This sets the width (in number
of data points) of a valid
'pulse'
that exceeds the threshold value. A valid pulse
has at least asmany points in it over the threshold value as set in this control.
The threshold detector algorithm finds the first data point in each valid
'pulse'
of
the periodic data that is greater than the threshold value.
Type of data- Sets the type of data file to be read into Edit and Concatenate. Two
choices are available:
SGL file- (Default) This is a LabVIEW 'byte
stream'
data file type. An SGL
file can be a 1-D or 2-D array of single precision numbers. The
embryonic /fetal blood velocity data is typically saved as this file type.
Refer to ref . (Gallagher 1995) for the default file format.
Spreadsheet file- This will allow an ASCII spreadsheet readable text file
to be read in. The filemust be a 2-D arraywith
'TAB'
character delimiters.
The first column of the arraymust contain the discrete time information
for the velocity data (e.g. the time that each velocity data point was
sampled, starting at zero). The second column must contain the actual
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velocity data corresponding to the sample times. Theremust be a row
correspondence between a velocity sample and the time itwas taken.
Save data to file- Gives choices for the save file format for the concatenated
data.
Do not save- No data will be saved.
SGL file- Data saved as an SGL file type.
Spreadsheet file- Data saved as a spreadsheet readable text file in the
same 2-D array format as above.
Portion to be removed- The time coordinates corresponding to the beginning
and end of the section to be removed are entered in the appropriate controls.
Calculations for verification- Calculates the amplitude spectra of the input and
edited (concatenated) data sets. The spectra are shown to the left of the VI
controls on the front panel. These spectra are for verification purposes only and
no spectral data is saved.
Edit and Coneatenate.vi Output Descriptions
First data set- Displays the first data subset after the section to be removed has
been input. If the beginning of a data set is removed, then nothing is displayed.
Second data set- Displays the second data subset after the section to be removed
has been input. If the end of a data set is removed, then nothing is displayed.
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Concatenated data- Shows the data set after the editing and subsequent
concatenation has been performed.
Filtered/smoothed concatenated data- The edited and concatenated data is
shownwith filtering or smoothing windows (if any) applied.
Diagnostics- Two
'lights'
on the control panel alert the user if any of two
conditions occur during the execution of Edit and concatenate.vi.
First threshold crossing of data set 2 is
ignored- This indicates that the
first threshold crossing of the second data set (for center editing) occurs at
the first point (index 0) of the set. While this may be a legitimate
occurrence, this point is ignored because of a possible error present in the
LabVIEW
'canned'
threshold peak detector used by the algorithm. It has
been observed that this algorithm may (in rare occasions) detect the first
data point as a threshold crossing even if it is not. In this case, the next
threshold crossing is used instead. This will have no significant effect on
the data, other than to effectively enlarge the edited section.
Means of the data sets differ > 20%- This indicates that the following
condition is not true:
.8<ii<1.2 C.l
X2
This conditionmay happen if themeans of the two data sets (after editing
from the middle) vary bymore than 20%.
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Edit and concatenate.vi Usage Instructions
For editing data in the middle of a series:
1. After the VI is opened, set the following controls (The others are optional):
Concatenation method- Either one of the two threshold crossing
methods as desired (Default- no mean value normalization).
Threshold detector width- The default is four. If the results are
unsatisfactory, try another value.
Type of data- The blood velocity data is saved in SGL files (Default).
Filtering or windowing after
concatenation- None (Default)
Window type- None (default).
Save data to file- The default is SGL file, however this algorithm can be
used to convert file types (save as a different file format).
2. When the VI is executed, a window will appear asking for an input
filename.
3. After the input data is loaded, enter the time coordinates corresponding to
the start and end of the section to be edited in the boxes under 'Portion to
be edited'. This is under the large display labeled 'Data to be edited'. Click
the
'Continue'
button after the time values have been entered.





For editing from the beginning or end of data sets:
1. All controls are the same as above, EXCEPT:




The rest of the steps are the same as above.
Sub-routines to Edit and concatenate.vi
Threshold for concatenation.vi- This sub-VI performs the actual threshold
crossing concatenation. It uses the
'canned'
LabVIEW VI Threshold peak detector.vi.
Inputs are the two data sets produced from editing out a segment in the middle
of a data series. Also input is thewidth of the peak detector. Outputs to Edit and
concatenate.vi are the concatenated data, the time coordinates corresponding to
the concatenation points of the two data series, and the diagnostics. The
diagnostics are Boolean ('True/False') quantities.
C.2 Linear interpolation II. vi
This VI is used to interpolate groups of embryonic /fetal cardiovascular
output frequency spectra to a common frequency axis. The spectra are then
averaged together to obtain a
'composite'
spectral representation for the group.
Differences in frequency axes for embryonic spectramay arise from different
effective sampling rates and sample sizes. These and other reasons for using this
algorithm are covered inmore detail in Section 2.4.
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Linear Interpolation Il.vi Control Descriptions
File readmode- choices are:
Single embryo file- (Default) Allows multiple individual spectral data
files to be input. The files are input, one at a time, while the program
executes a
'loop'
structure. The filesmust be ASCII spreadsheet readable
text fileswith
'TAB'
delimiters. The file formatmust be a 2-D array, with
the first column as the frequency axis and the last column as the discrete
spectral data. As will be explained later, some output files from this VI
may be re-input for further interpolating and averaging with other
embryonic /fetal data. In this case, the file format will be such that the first
column is the discrete frequency axis and the last column is the average of
the input spectra. The middle columns are the interpolated discrete input
spectra.
Multi embryo file- Allows a file that contains spectra frommore than one
embryo/fetus grouped as a large 2-D array. The file typemust be ASCII
text type with
'TAB'
delimiters. The file formatmust be such that the
individual spectra are arranged column-wise. For each spectrum the first
column is the discrete frequency axis and the second column the discrete
spectrum.
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Lower/upper frequency points- Allows the user to effectively select the desired
frequency range inwhich to interpolate and average the spectral data. The VI
Linear interpolation Il.vi checks the user-specified upper frequency range against
the upper frequency ranges in the input data1. If the user-specified upper and
lower frequencies produce a Af that is more
'coarse'
than the finest A/of the input
data, then awarning icon appears:
WARNING:
The frequency axis resolution from your specified frequency
range is lower than that of the data file. Use the resolution




on the icon, the input data set with the smallest upper
frequency range will be used to derive the common frequency axis. Clicking
'NO'
means that all of the data sets will be interpolated to a discrete frequency
axis whose spacing is determined from the upper user-specified frequency limit.
Regardless ofwhich upper frequency range value is used the interpolating






Recall that the input spectral data sets will all have different upper frequency ranges due to
differing effective sampling rates. The upper spectral frequency range is equal to half of the
sampling rate, in accordance to theNyquist Sampling Theorem.
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where fmer is the upper frequency limit (equal to half of the sampling rate) and
N
is the length of the longest input spectrum2. The common frequency axis will be
interpolated in length equal to that of the longest input spectrum.
Number of data points to read- (Default: zero) Any number can be input, as long
as it is less than the actual number of points in each spectral data file. If this is set
to zero, then all of the spectral data is read in from the file.
# of data sets to read- This control allows the user to specify how single
embryo/fetus spectral data files are to be interpolated and averaged. This control
is only used while in 'Single
embryo'
file read mode.
Save to spreadsheet- (Default: Savewith header) Allows the common
(interpolating) frequency axis, the interpolated input data sets, and the averages
of the interpolated input spectra to be saved to an ASCII text (spreadsheet) file
for further analysis and display. The output data file is formatted as a 2-D array
containing the following:
First column- Common frequency axis.
Middle columns- Input spectral data interpolated to the common
frequency axis.
Last column- Average values of the interpolated input data.
2
Note that eq. (C.2) is different than other spectral resolution equations in this thesis. The other
equations calculate spectral resolution from time domain information, whereas eq. (C.2)
calculates it directly from spectral information.
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The data can be saved with or without a text header. The optional two row text
header contains the file specifications of the input embryonic /fetal spectral data.
The frequency band power calculation algorithms (discussed in the next section)
require input spectral data files with the text headers. If a file without a header is
saved, a warning message will appear indicating that this data is not properly
formatted to be used with the band power algorithms.
Integrationmethod- (Default: Trapezoidal rule) For providing relative
comparisons of the overall spectral contents of the input data, numerical
integration is used to calculate the areas under each input discrete spectrum. If
the input spectra are discrete power spectral densities (PSDs), then the spectral
area will be the total spectral power.
Number of points to interpolate to- (Default: Zero additional points) Allows an
additional number of linearly spaced interpolation points in addition to the
number of points in the common frequency axis.
Linear Interpolation Il.vi Output Descriptions
Raw data- The individual input spectral data sets.
Interpolated individual embryo data- The individual spectral data series
interpolated to the common frequency axis.
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Maximum &minimum spectra- The input spectra with the lowest and highest
spectral areas as determined from the numerical integrationmethod used. Shows
the range of frequency content over the group of input spectral data sets.
Maximum &minimum values per frequency
bin- Shows themaximum and
minimum spectral values at each discrete frequency increment from the group of
input data.
Removed zero column (if lit)- 'Indicator
light'
on front panel lights up if one of
the columns of the input data files contains all zeros. Sometimes the LabVIEW
ASCII text file read algorithm will append a column of zeros after the last
column of data. A check routine is incorporated into Linear interpolation Il.vi for
that purpose.
Used frequency range from file- If lit, this indicates that the frequency axis for
interpolation has been obtained from one of the input spectral data sets, as
explained above.
Linear interpolation Il.vi Usage Instructions
1. After the VI is opened, set the following controls (The others are optional):
File read mode- Set to 'Single embryo file'. For the current research, most
of the spectral data files are saved for one embryo /fetus at a time.
# of data sets to read- Input the desired number of embryo /fetal spectral
data files to interpolate and average.
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Lower /upper frequency
point- Input the desired frequency range to
interpolate and average the spectral data. The frequency range should be
compatible with the input spectral data.
Save to spreadsheet- If the interpolated and averaged spectral data output
from Linear interpolation Il.vi is to be further processed for frequency band
power determinations, then itmust be saved with a text header. If the
output is to be further interpolated and averaged with other data sets
using this VI, then itmust be saved without a text header.
2. When the VI is executed, a window will appear requesting an input
filename. After a file is read, the window will continue to appear until the
desired number of input files have been entered.
3. After the VI finishes executing, a window will appear requesting a
filename to save the processed data in.
4. Inspect the results.
Sub-Routines to Linear interpolation Il.vi
Linear interpolation II step
one.vi- This VI checks to see that the upper
frequency range specified by the user is less than or equal to the all of the upper
frequency range values in the input data sets. A common frequency axis is then
determined based on either the user specified frequency range or the data set
with the smallest frequency axis increment (see eq. (C.2)). The sub-VI also splits
up the array containing discrete frequency axes and spectral data sets into two
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separate arrays. The derived common frequency axis, the upper frequency range
(either user-specified or from the input data), the separated spectral data sets and
a Boolean value and are output to the main program. The Boolean value is
'TRUE'
if the common frequency axis was obtained from one of the input data
sets.
Linear interpolation II step
two.vi- This VI performs the actual interpolation to
the derived common frequency axis. The interpolated data sets are then output
to themain program.
C.3 Band power calculation (5 bands), vi
Band power calculation (10 bands).vi
These Vis are used to calculate spectral power in each of 5 or 10 user-
specified frequency band respectively, alongwith total spectral power. In
addition, each VI
'normalizes'
the band power output for each input data set by
the total spectral power. The band power Vis read in a spreadsheet readable text
file containing spectral (generally PSD) data. The input filesmust be those that
are output from Linear interpolation Il.vi, formatted with text headers. The outputs
from the two Vis can be saved in another spreadsheet text file.
Spectral band power is determined by using numerical
integration3
to
compute the areas under portions of PSD data sets as defined by the limits of the
desired frequency band. For example, if itwas desired to calculate the spectral
3
Trapezoidal rule numerical integration is discussed in Appendix A.2. In that appendix, an
expression is derived for the trapezoidal rule integration for band power from the discrete PSD.
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power in a discrete time series between 0.5 and 1.0 Hz., the PSD data from that
series can be numerically integrated between those two frequency limits. For all
other spectral data types (e.g. amplitude spectra), usage of the band power
algorithms provides a frequency band-dependent distribution of spectral
content.
Band power calculation (5 or 10 bands) VI Control Descriptions
Band # -Lo/Hi- Inputs for the upper and lower limits of a frequency band of
interest. There are separate inputs for each of the 5 or 10 frequency bands
available. The data packet in the specified frequency band is extracted from the
array by dividing the lower band frequency limit and the difference (range) of
the band limits by the frequency increment of the spectral data. The lower band
limit is used to find the starting index in the spectral data array. The frequency
range of the band is used to find the length of the data segment to be extracted.
For example, consider an input discrete PSDwith a frequency increment of 0.021
Hz. It is desired to determine the band power from 1.000 to 1.200 Hz. The array
index numbers for this band in the input PSD data are 48 and 57 using the above
methodology.
Integration type- (Default: Trapezoidal rule) Allows the user to define the
numerical integrationmethod. Besides trapezoidal rule, Simpson's and Bode
Rule integration algorithms are available. Trapezoidal rule is used in the current
research because the data being integrated is linearly interpolated between data
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points. The other two algorithms are better suited for higher order polynomial
interpolation between data points.
Save to spreadsheet- Allows the output band power data to be saved in an
ASCII spreadsheet readable text file. The output file format is as follows:
First two rows- Text header gives the complete file specifications of the input
spectral data files (as input into Linear interpolation Il.vi). The filenames apply
directly to the spectral band power directly underneath each header.
Third row- Text header indicates if the band power in the column that follows
is normalized.
Last row- The actual frequency band limits of interest.
Columns- The columns containing the output data are arranged in the same
order that they were in from Linear interpolation Il.vi. In otherwords, the first
columns are the band powers of the interpolated data sets (placed under the
appropriate text filename header). The last column is the band power from
the averaged spectral data. The normalized band power data is arranged in
the same fashion in the columns after the non-normalized data.
Band power (5 or 10 bands) VI Output Descriptions
Input spectral data- The raw input spectral data as read from the file.
BW (1 - 10 or 1 - 5)- The actual spectral data contained within the frequency
limits as specified in the Band # (Lo/Hi) controls above.
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df- The frequency increment of the input spectral data set.
Band power output-Numerical display shows the results of the band power
calculation. The results in the display are arranged in the same order as those in
the output file. No text header is included, however.
Band power (5 or 10 bands) VI Usage Instructions
1. After the VI is opened, set the following controls (The others are optional):
Band#-Lo/Hi - Enter the desired frequencies if different from the default
values (see Section 2.5).
Integration type- (Default: Trapezoidal rule) The trapezoidal numerical
integration rule provides the most accurate results, since the data points
are linearly interpolated (not splined or 'smoothed'). The trapezoidal rule
assumes a linear approximation between successive data points.
2. When a band power VI is executed, a window will appear requesting an
input file.
3. After the band power is calculated, anotherwindow will appear requesting
an output filename.
C.4 Short time FFTl.vi
This VI is used to perform Joint Time-Frequency Analysis (JTFA) on
discrete-time data. The short time Fourier transform (STFT) method, which is
discussed in Section 2.6, is used in thiswork. The STFT results in a spectrogram,
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which is a 2-Dmatrix representing the spectral content of data in
time. In the
case of the Short time FFTl.vi, the spectrogram data can be saved in a file for
further processing. A companion algorithm to Short Time FFTl.vi is utilized in
MATLAB to represent the spectrogram as a three dimensional mesh or surface
plot.
Recall that the key feature of the STFTmethod is the 'movingwindow'.
Much of the controls and inputs in the Short Time FFTl.vi algorithmmanipulate
themovingwindow parameters to produce the finest time-frequency domain
representationwithin computational restrictions.
Short Time FFTl.vi Control Descriptions
Start index and Finish index- The user can vary the start and end points of the
moving window relative to the time data to be analyzed. The indices are
expressed as integers relative to the start index (0) of the data. If the Finish index
is specified as zero (default) then starting from the Start index, as manywindows
as possible are read in to the end of the data.
Window length- The number of points in the movingwindow. Recall that the
frequency axis resolution increases proportionally to thewindow length.
However, this comes at the expense of spectral detail in time, as fewer windows
can be extracted with longer window length.
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Increment- The number of points between the start index of subsequent
windows (overlap).
Subtractmean?- (Default: Do not subtract) Allows themean value of each
windowed data segment to be subtracted. This essentially
'de-means'
the data
and reduces or minimizes the dc component in the spectrogram.
Window type- The default is the Hanning smoothingwindow (see Appendix
A.4). The other choice is the rectangular window (no smoothing).
Zero padding- (Default: none) Allows the use of zero padding (see Appendix
A.3) with each windowed data segment. Zero padding is applied after the
smoothingwindow (if any).
Spectrum type- The choices are power spectral density (default) and amplitude
spectrum.
Frequency
range- The frequency range to be displayed in the spectrogram can be
set. The range is input as low and high values (default 0 and 5 Hz. respectively).
If the frequency value is higher than the Nyquist (1/2 the sampling rate)
frequency, then a notification flag appears during the program execution and the
entire spectrum is displayed.





file types. The SGL file format is
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explained in section C.l of this appendix. The .LOG files contain sample data sets
for usewith other LabVIEW JTFA applications.
Send results to file- (Default: Don't save) Allows the spectrogram to be saved in
an ASCII spreadsheet readable text file. The data is saved as a 2-Dmatrix with
TAB delimiters. The output data matrix from Short Time FFTl.vi is formatted
with each spectrum arranged column-wise. An additional row and column are
added to thematrix as follows:
Top
row- the time coordinates corresponding to the start of eachwindowed
section (which result in a spectrum).
First column- the discrete frequency axis values.
Band power calculation- (Default: ON) Band power calculation (sub-vi).vi, a
subroutine in Short Time FFTl.vi, calculates the area under five user-specified
segments of each spectrum. This algorithm is similar to the band power
algorithms discussed previously. The frequency bands to be used for the band
calculations are specified in Band power calculation (sub-vi).vi. The use of this
algorithm gives a time dependent indication of the spectral content in the
specified frequency bands.
Short time FFTl.vi Output Descriptions
Actual data- The input discrete time data as read from the file.
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Sectioned data- The windowed data segments, arranged in a 2-D matrix by
columns.
Spectrogram data- The output spectrogram, with each spectrum arranged
column-wise. Spectral values per frequency bin are arranged by rows.
Spectrogram plot- Intensity plot representation of spectrogram. The horizontal
axis is the frequency bin index and the vertical axis is the time index. The axes
are not scaled by the time or frequency axes resolutions. The spectral values at
each frequency and time coordinate are represented by different shades on a
blue-white color scale, withwhite being highest spectral value.
Band power vs. time- The time varying spectral areas for each of the five
specified frequency bands in Band power calculation (sub vi).vi. If the spectrum
type is a PSD, then the spectral areas in the plot correspond to spectral power in
each frequency band. The total area under each spectrum is also shown.
Time overlap- The time length (in seconds) of the user-specified window
increment. The time overlap is equal to the sampling ratemultiplied by the user
specified window increment.
Window time- The time length of each window. Thewindow time equals the
sampling rate multiplied by the user-specified window length.
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Size of spectrogram- The dimensions of the spectrogram matrix. The number of
rows (first value) is the number of frequency bins and the number of columns is
the number of spectra.
ZP correction- The zero padding correction factor applied. If zero padding is not
used then this factor is unity. Refer to Appendix A.3 for zero padding
corrections.
Sub-Routines to Linear interpolation Il.vi
Short time FFTL step
one.vi- This sub-VI extracts the windowed data segments
from the input data. Mean subtraction, smoothing windows and zero padding (if
any) are all performed as well. Outputs the 2-D matrix of windowed data, the
zero padding correction factor and the smoothing window constants to the main
program.
Short time FFTL step
two.vi- This sub-VI performs the specified spectral analysis
type on the 2-D sectioned data matrix. The spectral analysis algorithms are
incorporated in a loop structure, and eachwindowed segment is analyzed
separately.
'Canned'
LabVIEW algorithms are used for the spectral analysis. The
spectral matrix is shortened for the user-specified cut-off frequencies, and
correction factors for smoothingwindows and zero padding are applied as well.
The 2-D spectrogrammatrix is output to the main program.
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Short time FFTL step
three.vi- This sub-VI performs adds the frequency bins and
time information to the spectrogram. Since each spectrum is arranged column
wise, the frequency bins are added as a column to the beginning of the matrix.
The time information is added as the top row of the spectrogram. Each time
value corresponds to the starting point of a windowed data segment.
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%This program reads in a 3D spectrum file generated by the Labview program
%Short time FFTl.vi. A 3D spectragram is then generated. No additional
%interpolation is performed.
%NOTE: Change the name of the data file to be loaded if it
%contains any non-alphanumeric characters
(*
- & etc.)
%or these will cause problems!!!! Make sure the file containing
%the data is in the same directory as this M-file. Then change
%the filename in the two lines below.
clear;
load pkvl14_3.txt; %lnput data file name here!!!
input=pkvl14_3; %lnput variable name here!!!
dt=input(1
,3);
%Delta t (sampling period) of orig. data
inc=input(1,3); %lncrement (overlap) between consecutive
%spectra from time series
siz=size(input);
wl=siz(1 )-1 ; %Spectrum length (#frequency bins)
%Note the # of frequency bins may NOT be based on the Nyquist
%rate. The Labview program allows the user to view the
%spectrum up to a desired frequency range.
f=input(2:(wl),1); %Extract first column for freq. axis















%This program uses frequency domain analysis to study the effects of
%removing data from a discrete sinusoidal data set. The continuous Fourier
%transform of an interrupted sinusoid is discretized by an incremental
%amount of shift. See Appendix B for the derivation of the CFT.
%ln this program, the parameter 'b', which controls the amount
%of shift in the second sinusoid is varied incrementally.
%The amount of shift is discretized by the variable 'kb'. The amplitude of




wbins=71 ; %Change the number of bins to change the resolution
%of the frequency axis.
kb=1/bbins;
%'b'
varies from 0 to k cycle(s). Modify the
%numerator to change the number of cycles delay in
%the 2nd sine. NOTE: If the numerator in
'kb'
is >
%than 'a', then the end of the second sineusoid will




varies from 0 to k cycle(s). Modify the
%numerator to change the number of cycles length in
%the 1st sine.
kw=3/wbins; %Frequency axis to wbins*kw. Change the numerator to
%vary the frequency range.
for bcount=0:bbins %ROWS-- parameter
'b'
(amount of shift)






T=4*pi*(a-bcount*kb)/w0; %End of the 2nd sinewave on the
't'
%axis.The length of the 2nd sine























title('Frequency Spectra of Phase Shifted Sines')
colormap([0 0 1])
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